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YB M,OQ, a NR,•R XB

ZB

THE BODY AXIS SYSTEM IS DEFINED BY THE FOLLOWlNG:

XB longitudinal body axis in the plane of symmetry of the aircraft,
positive forward;

YB lateral body axis perpendicular to the plane of symmetry of
the aircraft, usually taken in the plane of the wings, positive
toward the right wing tip;

ZB vertical body axis in the plane of symmetry of the aircraft, per-
pendicular to the longitudinal and lateral axes, positive down.

Figure I(a) Definition of Body Axis System (Reference (1))
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SYs.B 7.s ZB •V

SIDEFORCE

(B) Stability Axis

THE STABILITY AXIS SYSTEM IS DEFINED IY THE FOLLOWING:

Xs longitudinal stabilivi- axis, palnalgi to the projection of the total
velocity (VT) on the plane of symmetry of the aircraft, positive
forward;

Ys lateral stability axis, coincident with and positive in the same
direction as the lateral body axis;

Z. vertical stabilty axis in the plano of symmetry of the aircraft,
perpendicular to the longitudinal and lateral axes, positive
down.

Figure i(b) Definition of Stability Axis System (Reference (1))
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/u

A-.-...W

•~W

v• V

AERODYNAMIC ANGLES

a pitch angle of attack, angle between the Xr-ads and the Xa.
axis, posuitve rotate the +Z-axls into the +X-wad:

=-tan-' (W/U), -M0s a: IW lO.;

Jangle of sideslip, angle between the total velocity (VT) and itR
projection on the XZ-plane, positive rotates the +Ys-axis into
the +X,.axis: p - sin- 1 (V/'r), -W<5 0:

Figure II Aerodynamic Angles (Reference(1))
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XB

, XI

YJ- y

Y YB Zl ZB

NOTE: Zi IS COINCIDENT WITH THE
LOCAL GRAVITY VECTOR.

OQBNTATION ANGLES-

yaw angle, positive dockwise about the +Z.auds direction;

pitch angle, positive docI'wfse about the +Y.axis direction;

roll angle, positive lockws.e about the X.axlb direction;

y, , and # form a system of three anile. w"ic uniquel defnes the orWntatio of the Body

Axes with respect to an inertial reference set of axes. Any orientation of the Body Amis System Is obtained

(uniquely) by rotatIonaly displacing it from tho reference system through each Of the three angles in turn.

The order of rotaon Is Important and is defined to be yaw-phdwOl.

Figure Iii Earth-Body Orientation (Euler) Angles (Reference(1))
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INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

Out-of-Control' (OOC) flight is not new to the Navy fleet. Aircraft departure' (from controlled flight) and OOC

accidents have plagued aviation from it's infancy. The importance of being able to confidently predict when

an aircraft has the potential to depart controlled flight is vividly illustrated using the F-14 as an example. From

1973 through 1987, thirty F-14 aircraft have been lost due to OOC accidents. This equates to one- third of

all F.14 accidents. Not only is aircraft departure resistance an important safety issue, but it is also paramount

in maintaining mission effectiveness in today's close-in-combat (CIC) environment. The CIC environment

today, and in the near future, is projected to be characterized by: (1) short duration maneuvering, i.e., time

compression, (2) an increase in importance placed on the transition between beyond-visual-range (BVR)

and within-visual-range (WVR) maneuvering and (3) expansion of the combat arena into the low-speed

post-stall flight envelope regime. These three characteristics require harder maneuvering and improved

agility for today's and future aircraft. Improved agility over todays current fighters will result in aircraft capable

of higher turn rates, increased acceleration and deceleration capability and probably, most importantly, skew

maneuvering capability involving nose pointing at the expense of energy conservation. To make these

improvements in maneuvering possible requires that the aircraft possess some degree of departure

resistance. Understanding, predicting and designing for departure resistant aircraft (without sacrificing

desired levels of maneuverability) has spurred the development of many aircraft departure susceptibility

criteria and guidelines that originate with the development of the basic directional weathercock stability

derivative, Cn. This report will expand on each of the major departure susceptibility criteria, and highlight

each of their applications and limitations. A more detailed aircraft departure susceptible analysis approach

Is recommended to assess the effects of asymmetric flight and maneuvering dynamics.

I See Appendix A. 'Glossary Of Defined Terms'
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OBJECTIVE

The primary objective of the study reported herein is to provide guidelines for the analytical determination of

aircraft departure susceptibility applicable to the designs of future fighter aircraft.

SCOPE

This report entails a brief review of the derivation, application and implied limitations of the aircraft departure

susceptibility critena presented in the MIL-STD-1 797A Flying Qualities specification (Reference (2)). To begin

the discussion, the rigid body six degree-of-freedom equations-of-motion and aircraft stability concepts are

reviewed, focusing on their application to determine the susceptibility of an aircraft to depart from controlled

flight. Finally, a methodology is suggested that allows a designer to determine the departure susceptibility of

an aircraft configuration through the course of its design (up to and including flight test) with increasing levels

of accuracy as the design progresses.

METHODOLOGY

In providing guidelines for the analytical determination of aircraft departure susceptibility, the intent was not

to endorse one criteria over another, or to rehash what MIL-STD-1797A recommends or even to propose a

"new and improved" criteria. Rather an attempt is made to point out the departure susceptibility prediction

techniques which are appropriate at various stages of the design phase as a function of the required accuracy.

As pointed out in Reference (3), consistent simple prediction techniques are important early in the design

phase to establish the configuration and make trade studies between performance and departure resistance.

Later in the development cycle, increased accuracy is required to avoid costly configuration changes and

reduce risk during flight test.

There are four primary contributors of aircraft departure from controlled flight. They are: (1) high angle-of-at-

tack bare airframe aerodynamic flight characteristics, (2) use of aerodynamic flight controls (i.e., pilot in the

loop), (3) inertial coupling and (4) kinematic coupling (see Figure 1). The influence of each of these factors

2
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AiroraftBareAlrframeHlgh-AOA Aerodynamic Flight C'. s

* Nonlinear with respect to angle-of-attack and sideslip
* Flow breakdown and Adverse Vortex Shedding Effects Common

Associated Causes of Departure

1. Aircraft unstable directionally with stable dihedral effect (or vice versa);
Aircraft may depart but Is not likely to be divergent

2. Aircraft Is unstable directionally and has unstable dihedral effect
divergent departure likely

Use of Aerodynamic Flight Controls

* Aileron and rudder effectiveness greatly reduced

Associated Causes of Departure

1. Use of aileron may aggravate situation due to adverse yaw generated at high
angle-of-attack becoming the dominant control effect

2. Use of prolonged or misapplication (cross-controlling) of control Inputs at high

angle-of-attack could Induce departure.

III Inertial Coupling

* Moments generated due to inertial coupling becoming more pronounced at large
angles-of-attack.

Associated Cause of Departure

1. Increase In Inertial coupling effect at large angle-of-attack likely to place the
aircraft In a flight condition more susceptible to departure.

IV Kinematic Coupling

* Sideslip angle (angle-of-attack) generated due to kinematic coupling can become
more pronounced with increasing angle-cf-attack (sideslip).

Associated Cause of Departure

1. From a departure susceptibility viewpoint any generation of large amount of
"sideslip (or angle-of-attack) Is undesirable because it has the potential to place
the aircraft In a flight condition that Is more susceptible to departure.

Figure 1 Primary Causes of Aircraft Departure from Controlled Flight (Reference (4))

3
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as they contribute to the susceptibility of an aircraft to depart controlled flight has been Investigated by many

researchers to date. In addition, Kalviste has recently addressed each of the major departure causing

elements with the exception of dosed-loop pilot/ffight control effects in a single methodology (See reference

(5)).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

General

To achieve the accuracy at which to predict/analyze aircraft stability parameters and flying qualities at high

angles-of-attack depends chiefly on the ability to formulate a "valid" aerodynamic mathematical model. This

then assumes that the desired quantities (i.e., CUD, Co, etc) can either be accurately measured in a wind tunnel

or be calculated analytically with a good confidence level.

Of particular interest to the flight dynamicist's in terms of predicting an aircraft's tendency to depart from

controlled flight are those flow phenomena that significantly vary with angle-of-attack and that can cause

asymmetric effects even when the aircraft maintains a zero sideslip attitude. Two of the most important

phenomena of this kind are (1) the formation and asymmetric shedding of forebody vortices and (2) the

formation and asymmetric bursting of wing leading-edge vortices. These phenomena become even more

complex if an oscillatory motion is superimposed on the primary steady flight trajectory (Reference (6)).

These high angle-of-attack flow phenomena have large effects on all of the aerodynamic characteristics

of the aircraft including, of course, the static and dynamic stability parameters. The most important

of these effects on the dynamic stability parameters are (1) large nonlinear variations of stability

parameters with angle-of-attack, angle-of-sideslip and rate of coning as well as with amplitude and

frequency of oscillation, (2) significant aerodynamic cross-coupling between longitudinal and lateral

degrees of freedom (i.e., Cmo, Cn.), (3) time-dependent and hysteresis effects and (4) strong

4
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configuration dependence. Reference (6) discusses each of these four effects in great length, but for the

purposes of this report, the focus will be on the impact each of these four elements have on the methodology

required to accurately predict aircraft departure susceptibility.

To illustrate both the magnitude and the suddenness of the nonlinear variations in dynamic derivatives with

angle-of-attack, the yaw and roll damping derivatives for the X-31 A aircraft are presented in Figure 2. The

yaw damping derivative (Figure 2a) exhibits a very sudden and very large (twice the low-a value and the sign

reversed) unstable peak at an angle-of- attack of 40 degrees while the roll damping derivative (Figure 2b)

exhibits an equally large and sudden variation (again about twice the low-a value and the sign reversed) with

angle-of-attack such that it is undamped over the 28 to 50 degree AOA range. Work done at NASA Langley

(References (8) and (9)) suggest that the primary mechanism for these effects is associated with the flow

phenomena emanating from the aircraft's forebody. The studies showed the peak instabilities to be largely

independent of the wing sweep angle and the presence of vertical tails.

In addition to dynamic derivatives exhibiting large nonlinear variations with angle-of-attack, they have also

been shown to exhibit significant nonlinear variations with the frequency and amplitude of oscillation. This

variation takes place, for the most part, where the derivatives change suddenly with angle-of-attack. An

example of the variation of the roll damping derivative with oscillation amplitude is shown in Figure 3 for a

fighter configuration at low subsonic speed (Reference (10)). The large unstable peak that occurs at an

angle-of-attack of 35 degrees when the amplitude of oscillation is t 5 degrees decreases at larger amplitudes

and completely disappears at an amplitude of t 20 degrees. With the knowledge of these frequency and

amplitude effects, NASA Langley presented the forced oscillation test data of the X-31A aircraft with an

envelope that encompassed the variability of the data due to the amplitude and frequency variations during

the forced oscillation testing. Note that these are not "bands of uncertainty" but envelopes due to actual data

taken.

Figure 4 illustrates the range of data for the yaw and roll damping derivatives for the X-31A aircraft.

5
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Figure 2a Yaw Damping Derivative Versus Angle-of-Attack for the X-31A Aircraft (Reference (7))
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Figure 2b Roll Damping Derivative Versus Angle-of-Attack for the X-31A Aircraft (Reference (7))
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Figure 3 Effect of Oscillation Amplitude on Damping in Roll (Reference (10))
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Additionally, the nominal and range of data of the cross-coupling dynamic derivatives, Cnp and Cl,, as a

function of angle-of-attack, are shown in Figures 5 and 6 respectively.

In cases where the amplitude and frequency of oscillation effects are significant, the derivative concept

becomes, at best, a "good" guess of the dependence of aerodynamic damping with angle-of-attack.

Aerodynamic Cross Coupling

The introduction of cross-coupling derivatives requires simultaneous consideration of the complete six

degrees-of-freedom equations of motion of an aircraft, rather than the deooupled sets of equations for the

longitudinal and lateral/directional degrees-of-freedom. The phenomena of aerodynamic cross-coupling can

occur at high angles-of-attack when, 1) lateral aerodynamic reactions (such as caused by the lateral motions

of the forebody vortices) may occur on an aircraft as a result of some longitudinal motion such as pitching

or vertical translation or 2) longitudinal aerodynamic reactions (such as those caused by the longitudinal

motion of the vortex burst locations) may occur on an aircraft as a result of some lateral motion such as

rolling, yawing or lateral translation. Static cross-coupling data for an early version of the X-31A aircraft is

presented in Figure 7. Figure 7a illustrates the pitching moment as a function of angle-of-attack and sideslip

angle, while Figure 7b illustrates the yawing moment coefficient as a function of angle-of-attack and sideslip

angle. For this version of the X-31A aircraft, it is apparent that aircraft aerodynamic pitching moment is a

strong function of sideslip angle above -15 degrees (i.e., Cmp). Ukewise the aircraft aerodynamic yawing

moment is a strong function of angle-of-attack (i.e., Crj. This aerodynamic cross-coupling phenomena is

important and must be modelled to correctly analyze aircraft stability characteristics at high angles-of-attack.

For further discussion on aerodynamic cross-coupling see reference (12). In reference (13) an analysis was

conducted to determine the Influence of the Mp term on the aircraft dynamics of the F-4 aircraft. This was

done by calculating the 0/6e, $/6a and r/br transfer functions from the six degree-of-freedom coupled

(P * 0) equations-of-motion. For this particular case (F-4 Aircraft; ao - 200; 6 - 10 ), Mp principally affects

the lateral and longitudinal short-period modes with a resultant increase in short period damping (Csp) and

9
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Figure 5 Yawing Moment Coefficient Due to Roll Rate for the X-31A Aircraft (Nominal and Range of Data)
(Reference (7))
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a decrease in Dutch-roll damping (CDR) (see Figure 8). Further it appears that with Mp - -1.63, closure of any

or all of the three loops shown in Figure 8 could easily result in an unstable Dutch-roll mode, (Reference

(13)). For Mp positive, the migration of the longitudinal short-period and Dutch-roll modes due to the influence

of Mp is reversed from that shown in figure 8. That is the longitudinal short-period moves toward the right

(unstable) while the Dutch-roll moves to the left.

The concept of aerodynamic cross-coupling (C'q, Cm) with respect to dynamic derivatives has only recently

been introduced (See Reference (14)). But on the basis of sensitivity studies as described in references (15)

and (16), it has been shown that the inclusion in the equations of motion of the dynamic cross-coupling

derivative Cr can cause instabilities in the Dutch-roll and roll subsidence modes of motion. As with any

second order effect, it must be kept in mind that the effect of the cross-coupling derivatives i quite dependent

on the remaining stability characteristics of the aircraft. The smaller the static margin and the lower the

aerodynamic damping, such as represented by Cip, Cti, Cn, Cni derivatives, the more sensitive the aircraft

motion will be to variations in cross-coupling derivatives and vice versa.

Time-Dependent Effects

In addition to modelling quasi-steady effects such as represented by dynamic derivatives due to angular

velocities (Cip, Cnr, Cnp etc.), the existence and importance of modelling the purely unsteady effects (as

represented by derivatives due to the time rate of change of angular deflections, Ci, CN, etc) at high

angles-of-attack is documented in references (17) and (18). The translational derivatives as they are often

referred to, constitute part of the dynamic results obtained with standard wind-tunnel techniques of oscillating

a model around a fixed-axis. These tests always gives composite derivatives expressed as (Cn,- Cni cosa)

and the like (see Table I). Common practice when formulating this data Into the standard Taylor series

expansion of the aerodynamic forces and moments is to ignore the it and 0 effects (or to introduce a simple

correction for them) and to use the composite derivatives in place of the purely rotary ones. At low

angles-of-attack the errors introduced by this formulation is often small and the simplification is large enough

to make it justifiable. At higher angles of attack, however, the 6L and 0 effects can become quite substantial

14
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Table I Dynamic Moment Derivatives (Reference (6))
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and may no longer be ignored or corrected for in a simple fashion (Reference (6)). A more detabd discussion

on the modelling and significance of the time-dependent effects can be found in reference (19).

Based on a series of experiments conducted in the Tracor Hydronautics Ship Model Basin, the pure

longitudinal and lateral rotational and translational derivatives were measured for a 0.19 scale model of a

preliminary X-31 A configuration operating at a Reynolds number of about 1.28 x 106. From Reference (20)

the following results are cited.

1. The measured value of the composite pitch damping derivative (Cni + CM.,) is

equal to the algebraic summation of the individual rotational (Cm,) and trans-

lational (Cmj) up to 24 degrees angle-of-attack. Beyond 24 degrees angle-of-

attack there is a marked difference between the results. At 70-degrees

angle-of-attack the algebraic sum of Crn and Cma is about twice the value of

the measured composite derivative derived from the combined pitching mo-

tion. This is shown in figure 9.

2. Figure 10 and 11 show the measured values of the composite derivative

(Cyr - Cyi)s and (Cc - Cji)s compare quite well with the algebraic sum of the

individual coefficients for the entire angle-of-attack range.

3. In the case of the composite yaw damping derivative (Cn, - Cni)s (see Figure

12), agreement with the algebraic sum of (Cnr)s and (Cnd)s is good up to an

angle-of-attack of approximately 30 degrees. For angles-of-attack greater

than 30 degrees the derivative derived from the algebraic sum of (Cnr)s and

(Cni)s has a much smaller positive (unstable) value than the values obtained

from the combined yawing motion. It is apparent that, depending on how the

aircraft aerodynamics is mathematically modelled, the predicted behavior of

the aircraft dynamic response in the lateral mode could be substantially dif-

ferent.
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Figure 9 Comparison of the Composite Pitch Damping Derivative (Cn• + Cn ) and the Sum of the Pure
Pitching (Cmq) and Pure Plunging (Cr ) Derivatives with Angle-of-Attack for a Preliminary
Configuration of the X-31A Aircraft (Reference (20)
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Figure 10 Comparison of the Composite Sideforce Damping Derivative (Cy, - CYo)s and the Sum of the
Pure Yawing (CyV)s and Pure Sideslipping (Cyo)s Derivatives with Angle-of-Attack for a Prelimi-
nary Configuration of the X-31 A Aircraft (Reference (20))
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Yawing (Cnr)s and Pure Sideslipping (Cn0)h Derivatives with Angle-of-Attack for a Preliminary
Version of the X-31 A Aircraft (Reference (20))
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Hysteresis Effects

High angle-of-attack flow phenomena such as asymmetric vortex shedding, vortex burst, or periodic

separation and reattachment of the flow are frequently responsible for aerodynamic hysteresis effects. Such

hysteresis is characterized by a double-valued behavior of the steady-state aerodynamic response to

variations in one of the motion variables such as angle-of-attack, angle of sideslip or spin rate. In the presence

of hysteresis, the dynamic derivatives measured in large amplitude oscillation experiments may have two

distinct components. Namely, one associated with the small-amplitude oscillation, and a second one

representing the effect of the hysteresis.

Configuration Dependence

The intricate vortex pattern that exists around an aircraft configuration at high angles-of-aftack is very sensitive

to even small changes in aircraft geometry. (see References (3), (21) and (22)). The forebody vortices are greatly

dependent on the planform and the cross-sectional geometry of the aircraft nose, as well as on the presence of

any protuberances on the forebody (such as nose boom, strakes, etc.) that may affect the stability of an existing

vortex pattern. Such protuberances give rise to new vortices and create and/or alter conditions of vortex

interactions.

The wing leading-edge vortices, in addition to being a strong function of the leading-edge sweep, are also

known to be greatly affected by various modifications of the wing itself, such as the addition of wing fences.

All of these variations of the geometry of the wing affect not only the position and strength of the wing vortices,

but also the all-important location at which these vortices breakdown. Knowledge of the sensitivity of the

forebody and wing vortex systems to even small geometric changes, and in turn the strong dominance of

aircraft lateral-directional stability at high angles of attack on forebody aerodynamics, is indicative of how

carefully one must approach analyzing aircraft open-loop stability at high angles of attack. In reference (6),

a preliminary assessment was made of the relative significance of modelling each of the dynamic derivatives

for an aircraft at high angles-of-attack. The results of the assessment are given in Table II.
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Table II Relative Significance of Dynamic Moment Derivatives at High Angles-of-Attack (Reference (6))

Significant
Type of derivative(s) Derivative(s) Aircraft Missiles
Direct Cmq. Cnr, CIP Yes Yes
Cross Cnp, COr Yes Yes
Cross-coupling Cq, Cnq Yes Yes
Cross-coupling CMp No Yes
Cross-coupling Cmr No No
Acoeleration Cm&,, C4. CIa, Yes ?
Acceleration Cill, C.lS, Cn& ? ?
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STABILITY AND THE RIGID AIRCRAFT EQUATIONS-OF-MOTION

Before discussing analytical methods/criteria for predicting aircraft departure susceptibility, an up front

definition of departure from controlled flight is essential. The term "departure" is generally defined to be a

divergent, large amplitude, uncommanded aircraft motion (i.e., pitch-up, nose-slice, roll reversal, etc.). This

definition can be further refined and a distinction be made between open-loop and closed-loop departures.

Open-loop departures refer to departures from controlled flight that are due to instabilities in the basic aircraft.

That is, even if the pilot does not move the controls, small perturbations in the aircraft states build-up until

the aircraft can no longer be controlled. In a closed-loop departure, the basic aircraft may or may not be

unstable, but the addition of a pilot-loop closure creates an unstable vehicle/pilot system. With the exception

of the lateral control departure parameter (LCDP) and 1 /T,*, the departure susceptibility criteria presented

in MIL-STD 1797A, solely addressed open-loop instabilities of the basic airframe dynamics.

Analytically predicting the occurrence of an aircraft departure from controlled flight is invariably based on the

assumptions of the equations-of-motion (EOM)/math model used to describe the response of the aircraft to

initial conditions, pilot control inputs, atmospheric disturbances and system failures (i.e., propulsion, flight

control system, etc.). As can already be inferred by the definition presented for an open-loop departure,

departure from controlled flight connotes an instability with respect to an initial flight condition. While a

closed-loop departure has to do with the stability of the aircraft due to pilot control inputs and loop closures.

Like all physical systems, the six degree-of-freedom EOM describing the motion of a rigid aircraft are

nonlinear and have time varying parameters to some degree (see Figure 13). Associated with nonlinear

systems, the concept of stability is very much different than that of linear systems. For a linear system,

stability, or the lack of it, is a property of the linear constant parameter system, and the stability is determined

by the eigenvalues (solution of the homogenous EOM) of the system. In addition, the stability of a linear

system is unaffected by the initial conditions or the forcing functions (care must be taken when applying this last

statement that one does not violate assumptions that permitted the use of a linear model in the first place).
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Figure 13 Six Degree-of-Freedom, Nonlinear, Rigid Body Equations-of-Motion (Body-Axis; Iyz - Ixz - 0)
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In contrast, a nonlinear system may be stable for one input or initial condition and unstable for another. That

is, stability for a nonlinear system is generally not a system property but a property of a particular solution

corresponding to a particular initial condition of the nonlinear system. For this reason, there unfortunately

exists no convenient method for the determination of the stability of a nonlinear system in general (the Routh,

Horwitz, and Nyquist stability criteria are only applicable to linear systems). In most cases this forces attention

to focus on the stability of a nonlinear system in the "neighborhood" of a solution. The reformulation of the

nonlinear system equations into a "linearized" set of equations about a defined reference point is an effective

and widely used technique to begin to understand the stability characteristics of a nonlinear system. This

technique is justifiable provided that the magnitudes of the perturbation quantities and the chosen operating

point used to define the linear model reproduces the nonlinear system dynamics "accurately" over a

"sufficient" time span. When the linearizing assumptions are not justified the analysis of the mathematical

model must be carried out by one or more of the nonlinear analysis methods (see Reference (23)). An

exception to this exists if the analyst has the capability of deriving multiple linear math models from a nonlinear

system math model using a computerized numerical method technique. Each of the models would then

provide stability information valid for a particular region of the state space of interest.

A technique, known as the linear approximation theroms of Lyapunov,1 states that for sufficiently small

disturbances, the stability (or instability) of an equilibrium solution of a nonlinear system can be determined

in all cases from the linear model if none of the eigenvalves is zero. If one of the eigenvalves is zero than

the set of equations is said to be critical according to Lyapunov and the stability of the nonlinear solution is

dictated by the discarded nonlinear terms.

Note that this concept of stability addresses the initial states and not the control inputs. Thus this definition is

applicable to investigating the potential of an open-loop departure occurring. On the other hand, the stability

'The reader may wish to review the formal definitions and therorns of the small disturbance stability theory

provided in References (24) and (25).
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concept In terms of the control inputs (and not the Initial conditions) Is described by the following concept; A

linear system (described by (t - Ax + Bu ; y - Cx) whose Laplaoe transform of the output y(s) is,

y(s) - C(sI-Ay' X (6) * C(as-A)"'u(s)

has bounded-input bounded-output (BIBO) stability if

II u(t) II < 11X(0) - o -. II ylt) II <o..
X(O) - 0 j

It turns out that time-invariant linear systems are BIBO stable if all elgenvalves of [Al lie in the open left half

plane. (Note if the system modes are all completely observable and controllable then Lyapunov and BIBO

stability are one In the same.) In some cases the actual response of y(t) may not be BIBO stable If for example

an excited observable mode does not appear In the transfer function (C(sI-A)'B) due to pole-zero

cancellation implying the uncontrollability of a normal mode.

The existence of a valid "linearized" model of a nonlinear system however Is not always assured. Unearized

equations have meaning only if the higher order terms (products and cross product terms of the perturbation

variables) are *smaller" than the linear terms, otherwise the higher order terms can dominant the system

behavior.

As explained earlier, the application of the concept of stability (In terms of Lypanov) to a nonlinear system

described by equations (1) to (9) requires studying the behavior of the nonlinear system in the vicinity of a

particular solution. The particular solution of interest Is the equilibrium solution(s) of the nonlinear system for

reasons still to be discussed. Consider now reformulating the nonlinear equation, given by equations (1) to

(9) using small-pertubation theory (See figure 14). To do this, the state and Input variables are redefined In

terms of the sum of a reference state (and Input) quantity (subscripted V0) and a perturbed state (and Input)

quantity (lower case). The result Is given by equation (13) of figure 14, where A and B are assumed to be

time-invariant matrices and the column matrix h(x) contains all the nonlinear terms as a function of the

perturbed states, x.
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Given the Norhmnar Systlem,

f-l (xOt) (10)

y- g (x,u,t)

Redefine the state and Input varMles such that,

X- xo.X (11)

U - UO'* U

Equation (10) becomes,

x - f (x,u,t) (12)

y - g (x,u.t)

or In state-space form equation (12) can be written,

x - Ax + Bu + h(x) (13)

y-Cx

whM: A, B are assumed to be time-Invarient matrices defined by

AmI

h(x) - nonin•w terms as a func.on of t perturbed ats,. x.

Figure 14 General Formulation of the Unear State Equations for a Nonlinear System
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According to the small disturbance stability theory of Lypanov, the stability of the solution x(t) can now be

determined if the eigenvalues (A.A) of [A] are nonzero (positive or negative). This statement holds true

provided the two conditions below are satisfied. (Reference (25))

2. lim 1I h(x,t)11, 0

x-O 1I x II

The second condition above implies that the higher order nonlinear terms of h(x) are negligible compared to

the linear terms of A. If an eigenvalue of the derived linear system is zero then the stability characteristics

must be determined from the nonlinear equations.

There are two reasons why the reference or nominal state (xo) used in small perturbation theory is chosen

to be a trimmed condition in which all the acceleration terms are zero (i.e., 0, . - 0). The first is that the

linear system equations most accurately represent the nonlinear system dynamics. This is shown mathe-

matically by equations (14) through (17).

Vs - (Vs) + AV(14)

S- ÷ +A48(15)

Now if (•s• - -0 is satisr'ied,

S÷ (16)

,- A (17)

Total State - Perturbation
Rates State Rates
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The second reason for choosing the reference state as a trim state is that the total state and control trajectories

equate to the sum of the constant nominal values and the linear perturbation time history values.

lB(t) ; + &VB(t) (18a)

+ Ai')(1 8b)

G(t) - (U) 0 + AU(t)

At this point, the nonlinear rigid aircraft EOM of Figure (13) have been reformulated in the perturbed

state-space form of equation (13) (see Figure 15). The matrix [A] multiplied into [x] along with the [B] matrix

multiplied into [u] represents the linear portion of the equations and the column matrix h(x) represents the

nonlinear portion. The (A] matrix is commonly referred to as the stability or Jacobian matrix while the [B]

matrix is referred to as the control matrix.

For sufficiently small disturbances the product and cross products of the perturbation variables may be

considered negligible and the nonlinear portion of the equation, h(x) is eliminated leaving only the matrix

equation that describes the six degree-of-freedom linear dynamics for a general reference condition (recall,

that this method is utilized based on the premise lima 11 h(x,t) 11 , 0 (Reference (25)).
x-.0 I x i

The [A] matrix given in figure 15 is completely general with the only assumptions being that the aircraft is

symmetrical about its xz-plane and that attitude (0) and bank angle (*) perturbations are approximately less

than 15 degrees.

Simplifying assumptions associated with the complete 6 DOF linear EOM are used in many flight dynamic

applications to reduce the complexity of the problem and provide engineering insight. The problem of

predicting aircraft departure from controlled flight is no exception as will be seen in the development of many

of the existing departure susceptibility criteria parameters. The major point of the discussion that follows Is to

point out when these simplifying assumptions may not be justified and, in other cases, where they are valid.
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CHOICE OF THE LINEARIZED REFERENCE FLIGHT CONDITION

Although the A-matrix of Figure 15 is linear, it is still highly complex due to the generality presumed for the

reference trim condition. Because of their complexity, application of the equations in their complete form is

seldom used. Instead, simpler trim cases that still reveal stability and control problems are more commonly

used. Such is the case in the derivation of the departure susceptibility parameters CnpN, LCDP , a-p, and

5,. The derivation of these parameters assumes steady (i, w = 0), straight (j,4) = 0), symmetric

(lo, Vo = 0), wings level (o - 0) flight. There are not many (analysts, pilots, etc.) who would consider steady,

straight, symmetric, wings level flight to be important initial conditions practically associated with departure

susceptible flight. However the fact remains that C0 IPN and LCDP are well accepted departure susceptibility

parameters that have correlated well with wind tunnel, and flight test data over the last two decades (see

References (26) to (28)).

There are significant simplifications and insight to be gained if a reference flight condition (X)0) is chosen

such that Vo (00), Po, R0 and 4)o are zero. Namely, the longitudinal (C, w (or it), q and 6) and lateral/directional

(v(or 0), !, i, 4) linear EOM sets can be decoupled from the complete linear six degree-of-freedom aircraft

EOM (as given by the [A] matrix in Figure 15) and solved independently of each other (see Figures 16 and

17). However, as shown by the authors of References (24) and (29) through (33), these simplifications in

many cases may not be justified and often their solution leads to misleading stability information. In the worse

case, an assumed stable flight condition may in fact be unstable.

To highlight how the major individual elements of the stability matrix are influenced by asymmetric flight

conditions (p, 0o * 0) and nonzero angular rates (Po, Qo, R0 * 0), the Stability Matrix ([Al) given in Figure 15

has been simplified and presented in Figure 18. Three simplifying assumptions were made. They are, (1)

the cross product of inertia, (Ixz)s, is zero, (2) the ,(o ) and w(&) dynamic translational derivatives
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(9, Ný , sfw, Mjv, Nw, Yý, Zw) are zero, and (3) the aerodynamic static and dynamic longitudinal - lateral/direc-

tional cross-coupling derivatives (Sw, My, Nw, 9fq, Nq) are zero.

A very thorough discussion on the effects of altitude, h, velocity, VT, the aerodynamic angles, ao, Po

asymmetric flight (po * 0) and steady maneuvering (Po, Qo, Ro * 0) dynamics on the unaugmented rigid

aircraft stability in terms of the eigenvalues and the modal shapes is given by Stengel in References (30)

and (32). The general findings' of this work are summarized in Table Ill.

Note, these results were derived for a reference aircraft (small supersonic fighter type designed for air

superiority missions) but can be generalized in most cases.
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CHRONOLOGICAL REVIEW OF THE DEVELOPMENTS OF AIRCRAFT DEPARTURE SUSCEP-
TIBILITY CRITERIA

Much has been written on the subject of criteria which predict aircraft departure susceptibility. A review of

these criteria immediately points out that linearization of the nonlinear rigid body aircraft equations-of-motion

(see Figure 13) is common to the derivation of each, with the exception of Bihrie's Design Plots.

Table IV chronologically cites the major departure susceptibility criteria developments along with the

associated researcher(s) and the referenced work.

It should be noted that some of the departure susceptibility criteria developments shown in Table IV are more

closely classified as "stability" parameters (i.e., Cm•o. Cncop, etc.) as opposed to parameters that have

been correlated with aircraft departure susceptibility.

This section presents a review of the departure susceptability criteria developements given in Table IV. Each

of the criteria will be discussed (in chronological order) in terms of its basic derivation, the impact the criterion

has on aircraft design and the advantages and shortcomings of the criterion.
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(UNKNOWN): Cnp, CV0

DATEIRIESEARCHER•

< 1950; (UNKNOWN): Cno, Cp

CRITERIA:

Positive lateral/directional aerodynamic static stability.

Cno > 0: Basic static directional weathercock stability

Cco < 0 : Dihedral Effect (lateral static stability)

BASIS OF CRITERIA:

Stable static lateral/directional moment data

TYPE OF CRITERIA:

Open-loop Static Stability Criteria

CRITERION PLOT:

.e• == XXX STABLE
Cn - STABLE W+ AL

UNSTABLE

DESIGN IMPACT:

Cnp: - Primarily determines natural frequency of the Dutch-roll mode ((0$R

-factor in determining spiral stability

- prevents excessive sideslip and/or yawing motion while maneuvering and/or
in turbulent air.

-aids in turn coordination

Ct,: -Prime factor in damping of the Dutch-roll and spiral mode.
* Good CoR - C4 ý small negative (stable) values
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* Stable Spiral Stability - Co : large negative values

involved in maneuvering characteristics of the airframe especially with
rudder alone controls near stall.

The sketches below illustrate the effect of varying Cno and Ce, on the lateral/directional charac-
teristic modes.

IMAGINARY
AXIS

DUTCH ROLL Lp NEGATIVE

vMODE /

L.P POSITIVE - \ \

ROLL MODE • I SPIRAL MODE
-----.----- --- I--- -0 -----o -- REAL AXIS

I \

/
Figure 19 Lateral/Directional Root Locus Plot Varying Ce, (Reference (33))

IMAGINARY

AXIS

A~n~ POSITIVE

DUTCH ROLL \ ACn• NEGATIVE
MODE ie "

ROLL MODE SPIRAL MODE•
-.--... , --- REAL AXIS

I.

Figure 20 Lateral/Directional Root Locus Plot Varying Cno (Reference (34))
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CRITERION ADVANTAGE(S):

Data is available early to affect preliminary design phase (i.e., Ck - f (AR, .. E.. , wing loca-

tion, CL, aeroelasticity, wing-fuselage interference; Cnr f (SvT, avT,), fuselage/wing contribution).

CRITERION SHORTCOMINGS:

Criterion address only aerodynamic static stability of the unaugmented aircraft with respect to

sideslip disturbances. The influence of maneuvering dynamics and aerodynamic cross-coupling

are not considered.
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MOUL & PAULSON: CnpDYN

DATEIBESEARCHER .

1958; Moul & Paulson (NASA, Langley)

CBRITERA:

A. Positive lateral/directional open-loop aircraft static stability about the velocity vector

CnPOYN > 0

where:
AnsY • Iz~

= Cnpcoscx - Ix Cksina (19)

B. Aileron Alone Departure Parameter (AADP)/Lateral Control Departure Parameter (LCDP)

Positive closed-loop lateral-directional stability when lateral control is used to provide constant

roll rate.

LCDP (or AADP) > 0

where:

LCDP = (Cno), - (CiA). (20)

(Note, LCDP is defined with stability-axis derivatives.)

BASIS OF CnPDYN CRITERIA:

Derived from the general aircraft rigid body equations-of-motion by considering the stability of

the linear uncoupled lateral/directional dynamics (i.e.,to - 0 degrees and Vo - 0 ft/sec) and

assuming the reference equilibrium state has zero angular rates (i.e., Po - Qo - Ro - 0 deg/sec

and o- 6o0 ,,O - 0 deg/sec).

To test for stability, Routh's stability criteria is applied to the characteristic equation, I(KM - A)l - 0

(where [A] is given in figure 17, See equation (21 a)).

A1 4 + B13 + Cx.2 + DX. + E = 0 (21a)
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A dynamic system becomes unstable and divergence will occur when one or more of the roots

of the characteristic equation (eigenvalues) becomes positive. According to Routh's Stability

Criterion, the characteristic equation, described by the quartic above, will have positive eigen-

values if any of the coefficients (A, B, C, D, E) or if the combination of coefficients BCD-AD2-B2E

(Routh's Discriminant) becomes negative.

Solving for the coefficients of the characteristic equation yields,

A-I

B - "(Yv + Lp + N'r) (211b)

C M N'v (Uo-Yr)-L'v (Yp + Wo) + Lp (Yv + N'r) + (YvN'r- N'pL'r) (21c)

D - N'r fLv (Yp + Wo)-YvL'p) (21d)

"+ N'v [L'p (Yr Uo)- U'r (Yp + Wo)]

"+ N'p !YvL'r - Uv (Yr - Uo)]

"+ g cosO [N'v taneo - L'v]

E - -gcose {-L'vN'p taneo + N'v [Lp taneo - Lr I- LvN'r (21e)

Moul & Paulson concluded that the oscillatory instability that they observed was associated with

a change in the sign of the "C" coefficient of the characteristic equation.
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Rearranging and simplifying the "C" coefficient above to nondimensional form yields,

C - C'no(COSa - po CY') [z " C (sin° + pSb Cv) (22)

+ pSb3 (C't, C'n, - C', C'np]six

p+ S-'• CYO [C'n, + IX )4 xB • C'k,]

The "C" coefficient given in equation (22) is rewritten as shown in equation (23) to aid in a later

discussion on recent proposed extensions of the CnoDyN concept as well as to help understand

its limitations.

C-A+B+C (23)

11 !ýb (I)_zý Cl sin y
where: A = C'no(cosa - (CY)_ Cp..ic .. Cy,)-4m I C'Xsi= 4m

B = kS b3 [C'kC'n, C'Ar'np]

CCYoIC'n, * C+ B

To arrive at the expression for CnDN most often seen in the literature (e.g., Mil Standard-

1797A) the terms of equation (23) containing products of derivatives are assumed to be small

compared to the other terms (i.e. this drops terms B and C from equation (23)) and the terms

pr 4m , C.and k4m CYPJ are assumed small in the A term compared to cosa and sinot respec-

tively.
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Dropping these terms from equation (23) yields the expression,

C = Cno cosa - Lx Cesinc (24)

" CnODYN

Equation (24) is referred to as CnOYN because it has been found to be a good indicator of ab-

solute (not relative) lateral/directional dynamic stability (without directly calculating the aircraft

eigenvalves, i.e., CnpDYN < 0 implies lateral/directional instability) for a host of aircraft (see Refer-

ence (26)).

TYPE OF CRITERIA:

Open-loop Dynamic Stability Criteria

CRITERION PLOT:

CnpaY STABLE

(-)

DESIGN IMPACT:

The Cn,. stability parameter shows that the effective directional stiffness is a function not only

of the weathercock stability Cno but also a function of the dihedral, Coo, and the product of iner-

tias Ix, Iz, and Ixz. The parameter illustrates clearly how at high angle-of-attack, a negative Cno
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value (possibly due to tail immersion in the wing/body wake) can be stabilized by overriding

negative (stable) values of (Iz/Ix Coo).

As an approximation only (it is not very good for most swept wing fighter aircraft which have rela-

tively large values of Co and significant Ixz values) the Cnmy, term can be related to the Dutch-

roll natural frequency as shown in equations (25) to (27) below.

:nD N'p, + YvN'r. (25)

N'p, = -b CnwyN (26)

Provided YvN'r, << N'p, then

-- IB 2

CnolN, qZ8 -on2R (27)

CRITERION ADVANTAGE(S):

Data is available early to affect preliminary design phase (i.e., C# =; f (AR,.A.. w4, , wing loca-

tion, etc ) ; Cnp = (SvT, k-., etc.))

CRITERION SHORTCOMINGS:

The ability of CnpyN to predict directional divergence can be affected in several ways, all of

which are important to understanding its application and limitations. First off, it must be

reiterated that the CnfOVN parameter is derived purely from application of the Routh Stability

Criteria to the "C" coefficient of the linear decoupled lateral/directional equations-of-motion.

Other types of instabilities can also occur and have been correlated with departure suscep-

tibility. For example, equation (27) reveals that Cnow directly relates to the static stability of the

Dutch-roll mode. However, Cno > 0 does not preclude the existence of dynamic instability

due to the Dutch roll damping term being negative. This could be revealed by analyzing the
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"B-coefficient" of the characteristic equation (see equation (21 a)). Still other instabilities as-

sociated with longitudinal and lateral/directional dynamic coupling have been associated with

departure susceptibility. The properties of these instabilities will be discussed further under the

Chody criteria and the 1 /T9 3 departure susceptibility criteria.

The factors that directly affect the accuracy of the correlation between the Cnwy parameter and

departure susceptibility (i.e., lateral/directional instability/divergence) are:

(1) The terms that were assumed negligible in reducing the C-coefficient of the

linear lateral/directional equations-of-motion to CnWW.

In reference (25), calculations were made for two different configurations to com-

pare the values of the C-coefficient (equation (22)) and the CnwovN parameter

(equation (24)) to support the simplification. In terms of supporting the

simplifications, the reported results were excellent for the two configurations

considered. That is, the contribution of the B and C terms of equation (23)

were negligible compared to the terms of A (see figure 21). Additionally the

Cyp and Cyr terms of the A term are also negligible. It is interesting to note

that the comparisons of the C- coefficient (unsimplified) and the simplified

Cnp:yN parameter reproduced in figure 21 from reference (26) was con-

sidered up to an angle- of-attack of only 35-degrees. In comparison today's

high performance fighter aircraft are capable of trimming up to angles-of-at-

tack of 55 degrees (e.g., McDonnell Douglas F/A-18) and experimental

aircraft such as the X-31A are being designed to maneuver up to angles-of-at-

tack as large as 70 degrees to achieve maximum performance goals. The
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SHORT NOSE

.4ý
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Cnpdyn .2

(l/rad)
0

-.2
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a.deg

a. Configuraion A

Figure 21 Comparison of the LateralfDirectional Characteristic Quartic C-Coefficient with Cny. for Two
Configuratons (Reference (26)).
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same comparison of the C-coefficient with the Cnpoy parameter has been

repeated for a preliminary design of the X-31A aircraft from 20 degrees

up to an angle-of-attack of 70 degrees. As Illustrated in Figure 22, the

X-31A data comparing the values of the C-coefficient and the Cnpy,

parameter overlay each other. In the case of the X-31A configuration

the static characteristics ( C , Cno ) entirely washout the second order

effects of the dynamic terms. This data further supports use of the

simplifying equation described by the CnoyN parameter to approximate

the C-coefficient (equation (22)) of the lateral/directional quartic.

As pointed out in Reference (36), the fact that the dynamic derivatives can be-

come important in determining the C-coefficient values of certain aircraft con-

figurations might explain the inconsistency of the empirically derived

boundaries for a minimum CnoYN value. As an example, the work of Refer-

ence (47) suggested that the design guidelines of Figure 23 be used in lieu

of CnOpDN > 0 when considering the presence of possible aircraft asym-

metrics, destabilizing external loads and nonlinear inertial coupling moments

during maneuvering flight (Reference (36)). Reference (38) simplifies this

even further and suggests that Cntow, > 0.004 (1/deg).

(2) The assumption that C, and Cn are linear with sideslip angle.
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Key* 13 C-Coefficient of the Linear l.Uteral/
Directional Characteristic Quartic (equation (22)).

: Cn#DYN :(equation (19))

0.05

0.04

0.03
C,
CnflDyN

(1 / DEG)
0.02 •- ______ __

0.01

0
20 30 40 50 60 70

Angle-Of-Attack, a (Degrees)

Figure 22 Comparison o fCn0oN and the C-coefficient of the Unear Lateral/Directional Characteristic
Quartic for a Preliminary Configuration of the X-31 A Aircraft.
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.006-
Solid stall
Slight wing rock
No yaw departure

.004- tendency Acceptable stal I
Some wing rock
No yaw departure
if stall not
prolonged

.002-

Cn ADYN Random
yaw

(1/deg) departure

0-

Severe

-.002- yaw
departure

-.Nx r

Figure 23 CnoDy, Stability Design Guide as Suggested by Reference (47)
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As illustrated with F- 8 aircraft data in Figure 24, the aerodynamic rolling and

yawing moments of many of today's fighter/attack aircraft are nonlinear with

sideslip angle at large angles-of-attack.

0.004

CI - Cn 0.02

.0.04--

.0.061 - 1

0 4 8 12 16 20

Sideslip Angle, p ( Degrees )

Figure 24 Nondimensional Rolling and Yawing Moment Coefficient Versus Sideslip Angle for the F-i 8
Aircraft at 30 Degrees Angle-of-Attack (Reference (43))

The analytical technique of linearizing Ce and Cn at zero degrees of sideslip

angle in these cases can lead to erroneous stability estimates. Given this fact

along with the fact that most fighter/attack aircraft departure susceptibility

degrades for asymmetric flight conditions makes asymmetric flight an impor-

tant consideration in the determination of an aircraft's full envelope departure

characteristics. As will be shown later, Pelikan's Cnp,,, criteria utilizes a

secant slope technique (as opposed to the tangent slope) to account for the non-

linearity of the data. STI, Kalviste and Chody on the other hand, linearize the

equations-of-motion assuming non-zero sideslip and calculate the beta deriva-

tives (CP, Cno, etc) using the local tangent slope (i.e., XOn/laP ).IaO=XXX
I 0o=yyy
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(3) The absence of accounting for dynamic maneuvering effects

(i.e. ,= Lp + -+ x [Qor + Ro•]) and the associated longitudinal-

lateral/directional cross-coupling as discussed earlier in table III.

(4) The CnOYN parameter can not predict a divergence that is caused by the con-

trols.

At high angles-of-attack it is very common for today's fighter/attack aircraft for

the rudder to be in a reduced dynamic pressure area of the wing and

forebody wake resulting in reduced directional control effectiveness. Wind

tunnel data for a preliminary X-31A configuration examplifies this fact. As

shown in figure 25, the rudder control effectiveness essentially reduces to

zero above fifty degrees angle-of-attack.

0.04

0.03 1 1 - 6- RUDDER=0

I0 04o Q-0°- -0- RUDDER.-15
S" I N - RUDDER=-30

C 0 --0--,V
n 0.01 a

0. oo0 , °. -": .- "1 1 1111-f ALo \ • , •

.o.ýo .... .
-0.02- - ,

-0.03 ....
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Angle of Attack, Ot (Degrees)I

Figure 25 Rudder Control Effectiveness for a Preliminary Configuration of the X-31 A Aircraft (Reference

011))
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At the same time rudder control effectiveness is degrading with increasing angle-

of-attack, the deflection of ailerons at high angles-of-attack often results in

large adverse yawing moments. Using the same X-31 A configuration as an

example, figure 26 shows that differential flap deflection at low angles-of-at-

tack produces proverse yaw, whereas at the higher angles-of-attack, above

60 degrees, full differential trailing-edge flap deflection is very effective in

generating adverse yaw.

O-@- ADVERE YAW0.03

0.02 - -

/ mu
0.01 - I -

f\OI " *-TEF-430/-30

0.00 __O 70- TEF,0/0

-0.01 ._._ 0•_-T -.--.....- .- - EF.-30/.30o 0 .1 0
.0.02 - _\

-0.03 --- -

.0.04

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
Angle of Attack, a (Degrees)

Figure 26 The Effect of Differential Trailing-edge Flap Deflection on the Generation of Adverse Yaw at
High Angle-of Attack for a Preliminary Configuration of the X-31 A Aircraft (Reference (11)).

This type of divergence can best be revealed by calculating the Lateral Control

Departure Parameter (LCDP) discussed next.
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(5) One final factor pointed out in Reference (26) which can affect the correlation

of the CnoDyN parameter with actual in-flight departure is the use of static data

which do not accurately match flight conditions in calculating Cnf... The two

most influential conditions which may not be matched are control deflections

and engine power setting. In some cases these parameters can have sub-

stantial effects on the static lateral/directional stability parameters

Cno and C,,.
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BASIS OF LCDP CRITERIA:

The LCDP parameter is derived based on determining conditions for which the roll attitude to

aileron control input transfer function (4K(s)/ba(s)) is nonminimum phase (i.e., when the

numerator polynominal, NL, contains a zero in the right half plane (RHP) of the root locus). The

equations-of-motion utilized are the linear uncoupled lateral/directional dynamics (i.e., rectilinear

flight, Oo - 0 degrees and Vo - 0 ftsec) assuming the reference equilibrium state has zero an-

gular rates (i.e., Po - Qo - Ro - 0 deg/sec and jo = 6o - ýo - 0 deg/sec).

Routh's "Stability" Criteria is applied to the polynominal of equation (28) to determine whether

the numerator polynominal, Nt. of the Vs)/ba(S) contains any RHP zeros.

N9. = AOs 2 + BO + CO (28)

The numerator polynominal N9. can be determined by taking the determinant of the matrix

given by equation (29).

s-Aii -A12 -A13 Y•b

= -A21 s-A22 -A23 Lb. (29)A31 -A32 s-A33 Nb.
-A41 -A42  -A43 0

Anm - The elements of the decoupled lateral/directional body-axis Stabil~ty Matrix given in Figure 17.

According to Routh's Stability Criterion, the quadratic polynominal given by N9. is guaranteed to

have no RHP zeros if each of the coefficients, A4, B0, and C* as given in equation (28) have

positive values. (Note, in addition to the assumptions of Figure 17, the algebraic expression for

AO, Bo, and CO assumes Yp - Yr - Yb5 - 0).

AO1 . tanO0 (30a)
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N'8a •
BO = (N'p tan~o - N'r - Yp/UO) + ýN (Sr - tanOo (9'p + Yv)) (30b)

N= Uj N' - + WNtanO0 N'v - 9 N', (30c)

+ Yv I N'r - -[ '- L]taneoj

Moul & Paulson found that negative values of the C4 coefficient were associated with

lateral/directional departures. In the derivation of the AADP, the condition for C, having a posi-

tive value was simplified to the expression given in equation (31 a) by assuming that theYv term

was second order and simplifying the first term by assuming the use of stability axis (where

UO = VT ; WO - 0, and 0o = yo which is assumed to be zero. Also recall,

N'p = N'v VT ; 9'p = 9'V VT) yields,

C'O' (N'p)>- (oP) 9 0 (31a)

-AADP > 0

or expressed in nondimensional terms,

AADP- (C'np) - (C(0)S C[--!- (31b)

Moul and Paulson extended the concept of the AADP departure susceptibility parameter to also

be applicable to aircraft with an aileron-to-rudder interconnect (ARI). This expression is given by

equation (32).

LCDPAR1 = - C'Cn•, + KC'n•, 0 (32)

C-i + KC'>(
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DaForno (Reference (41)) offers an alternative form of the ARI-LCDP parameter that allows for

a more direct determination of the ba/br crossfeed necessary to maintain LCDP positive (Refer-

ence (37)). This expression is given by equation (33).

CC'n'ba6 (3C'p-Cc ~b Cn C'r 2nbr I C •_ . Lr . 0 (33)
C'•-C'•PC-4• Cn C'cb, " e- . b a

(Note, all derivatives are defined in the stability-axis)

Additionally, Weissman, in Reference (27) provides an expression for LCDP that addresses sys-

tems augmented with aileron plus rudder proportional to sideslip angle. This expression is given

by equation (34).

C-*K - C{-'] C > 0 (34)

where: Ki - -

(Note, all derivatives are defined in the stability-axis)

TYPE OF CRITERIA:

Closed-loop Lateral/Directional Static Stability Criteria with respect to roll control.

CRITERION PLOT:

STABLE
LCDP N

(i/Dog)

(_g) t

ICDP DESIGN IMPACT:

The LCDP departure susceptibility parameter primarily indicates conditions under which roll

reversal (roll is in the opposite direction to that commanded) is likely to occur and divergence or
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departure from controlled flight is likely to follow. This can be discerned from equation (31). The

typical condition for LCDP having a negative value arises when yaw due to "aileron" (or lateral

control) becomes sufficiently adverse (negative) that the second term overpowers moderately

positive values of Cno (Reference (37)).

A dynamic system becomes unstable in a closed-loop sense when open-loop system poles

(airframe or flight control system) are driven toward open-loop zeros located in the RHP (called

nonminimum phase zeros) of the a - jwo root locus plane. Nonminimum phase zeros can have a

significant influence on an aircraft's transient response. Typical of nonminimum phase systems

is the associated control reversal of the initial response as illustrated in figure (27).

Dynamically Stable Response

c I Nonminimum Phase/Stable

0~ -A, Nonminimumn Phase/Unstable
cM ResponseA!i TIMEý

Figure 27 Typical Step Responses for Nonminimum Phase Systems
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The nonminimum-phase type of response is undesirable (i.e., the magnitude and sign of the mo-

tion is not predictable) because closed-loop pilot control is difficult to the point where the system

can be driven unstable.

As mentioned earlier, aircraft departure susceptibility is both an open-loop and a closed-loop

phenomena. As with most flying qualities criteria, emphasis should be placed on the develop-

ment of closed-loop parameters and relate them to open-loop parameters. In the study of Refer-

ence (13) one of the chief findings was that departure is "severely aggravated if not caused by

closed-loop pilot/vehicle interaction". Along these lines, the LCDP is the most rudimentary and

most widely accepted closed-loop departure susceptibility parameter.
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WEISSMAN: CnfDYN VS LCDP

DATE/RESEARCHER:

1971; WEISSMAN

CRITERQ.N:

CnPDoN versus LCDP Departure Susceptibility Criterion Plane as shown in Figure 28.

REOGION A. NO DEPARTURE
REGIONII. WILD INITIAL VAAW DIVE0RGENCEF FOLLOWED iy

ROLL RE1VE1RISAL WMILO ROLLING D6PARTUAIE)
LOW SPIN SULSCEPTI YLITY

# REGION C. MOIERATI INITIAL, YAW DIVERGENCE FOLLOWED SY
ROLL RIEVERIAL |MODEORATE ROLLING DEPARTUR&)
MODERATE SPIN &USCEPTIUI LITY

RE0GION 0. STRONG DIRECTIONAL DIVERGINkC WITH
ROLL REVERSAL

HIGIHN SPIN SUSCEPTIBILITY

C.,

REGION A

REGION A RLGION A
---- r--"-C o

REGION 0 C REGION a

I -

Figure 28 Weissman CnODYN Versus LCDP Departure Susceptibility Criterion Plane

BASIS OF CRITERION:

Weissman developed the criterion from analyzing time history sensitivity studies to lateral/direc-

tional static stability derivatives in a digital six degree-of-freedom off-line simulation. Based on

these time history traces, Weissman empirically identified regions of increasing roll departure

severity and spin susceptibility (see Reference (44)). Weissman later correlated flight test data

(F-8, F-102, F-106 and SAAB 37) with his previously defined boundaries (Reference (45)) and

found good agreement. The work of Titiriga (Reference (47)) modified Weissman's original

criterion plane by adding boundaries for regions E and F. These two regions delineate suscep-

tibility of an aircraft to depart controlled flight in yaw rather than roll (see Figure 29).
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Figure 29 Weissman LCDP Versus CnOD1 N Departure Susceptibility Criterion Plane as Modified by Skow
and Titiriga of Reference (37)

STI has in turn suggested further modifications to the Northrop Modified Weissman Departure

and Spin Susceptibility Criterion Plane. The modifications involved shifting the E/F boundary to

coincide with the C/D boundary; raising the boundary between the ElF and C/D regions; and ex-

tending the A/B boundary to the LCDP axis. These changes were supported by the piloted

simulation documented in Reference (48). The STI Modified Weissman Departure and Spin Sus-

ceptibility Criterion is shown in Figure 30.
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Figure 30 Weissmnan LCDP Versus Cnloc,, Departure Susceptibility Criterion Plane as Modified by STI
(Reference (48))

TYPE OF CRITERION:

Combined Open and Closed-loop Lateral/Directional Departure/Spin Susceptibility Criteria.

CRITERION PLANE:

See Figure 28, 29 and 30.

DESIGN IMPACT :

The authors of References 37 and 46 offer an insightful design interpretation of the CnoDvN ver-

sus LCDP criterion plane based on the assumption that active roll control1I is being attempted by

the pilot (and/or flight control system) and that the CnPDYN and LCDP departure parameters can be

INote that for augmented aircraft the use~ of any feedback to rudder/aileron, with the exceptiofi
of roll or roll rate, will alter the roll- numerator roots, wo, and hence the eff ective LCDP value
(Reference (37)).
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approximated by the simplified Dutch-roll pole-zero frequency relationships of equations (35)

and (36).

2n• ; -b- n(35)

Jo S LCDP (36)

Figure 31 shows the pole-zero relationships associated with each of the CnPDYN versus LCDP

criterion plane quadrants. The arrows show the direction of the closed-loop root migration with

increased loop gain.

Region A depicts three cases all of which are open-loop stable and closed-loop stable at high

gain. I ne differences between the three cases is as follows:

(1) For coo/wnon greater than one the locus beginning at the Dutch-roll pole will

proceed counterclockwise into the zero in a roughly circular arc. Note that if

p and ýoR are lightly damped (i.e., dose to the jw-axis) the locus may pass very

dose, or even into the unstable RHP.

(2) For wo/WonD equal to one the Dutch-roll mode is not excited by the effective

lateral control law and is thus decoupled.

(3) For W4o/Wonm less than one the locus proceeds counterclockwise from the

Dutch-roll pole to the zero, as a result the Dutch-roll damping increases

slightly.

Region B indicates that roll control reversal exists and that with increasing pilot or FCS gain the

Dutch-roll mode will eventually go unstable.

Regions C and D indicate an airframe instability (CnADYN < 0) that can not be stabilized by roll

control; and Regions E and F indicate an airframe instability that can be compensated via

roll control. To summarize, when LCDP (c(o) is negative, closing the roll loop may lead to
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Figure 31 Generalized Pole-Zero Relationships Associated With Quadrants Of The LCDP Versus
CnoN Criterion Plane (Reference (46))
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divergent motions or if 6,C << 1 and wo/wnm > 1 closing the roll loop may lead to oscillatory

instabilities. When LCDP is negative, the possibility of stabilizing the Dutch-roll mode with

aileron control vanishes and other means must be utilized such as an ay or P feedback to rudder

control is required.

This points out that, when designing for "good" closed-loop flying qualities, modifications to

basic airframe dynamics as well as the FCS design to obtain favorable zero locations

(i. e., o = LCDP) is just as important, if not more important than, the open-loop eigenvalues.

From a configuration perspective, low or negative values of LCDP can be improved by reducing

the effective dihedral, Cc, and or utilizing a blended spoiler/aileron control to mitigate adverse

yaw (Cnf,) characteristics.

Additionally, via flight control system augmentation, directional stability can be improved by aug-

menting Cnr and adverse yaw can be reduced by use of an aileron-to-rudder interconnect con-

trol law scheme. Both of these means of augmentation require the availability of sufficient

directional control power, which is not typically available at high angles-of-attack using conven-

tional aerodynamic controllers. The X-31 A aircraft is a good example of this. As illustrated in Fig-

ure 25, the aerodynamic rudder effectiveness is effectively zero above 45 degrees

angle-of-attack. Above 45 degrees angle-of-attack the yaw thrust vectoring controller must be

relied upon to provide all the directional control power necessary to maintain stability and control

to prevent the possibility of departing controlled flight.

Besides thrust vectoring control, another alternative means of providing directional control power

that is beginning to show some promise at high angles-of-attack is the use of active forebody
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strakes. The strakes are used to control the relatively powerful, forebody, vortices that eminate

from the apex of the sharp forebodies of most current fighter type aircraft. Reference (49) and

(50) are good sources to gain more information concerning current research advances of this

new configuration design technology.

CnODYN versus LCDP CRITERiON ADVANTAGES:

The use of the CnpODN versus LCDP Departure Susceptibility Criterion Plane provides two major

advantages over either of the two departure parameters CnfDVN or LDCP independently. First off

it provides both open and closed-loop lateralldirectional stability information on a single criterion

plane and secondly the two parameters have been correlated with flight test data to identify

regions of the criterion plane in terms of the type and severity of departure that can be expected.

A third and important advantage of this criterion is that the pas ameters can be calculated early

enough in the design phase to affect the final configuration.

SHORTCOMINGS OF THE CnPDYN versus LCDP CRITERION:

As pointed out earlier under the sections that discussed the Cnpoy, and LCDP departure

parameters, their derivations are based on the assumptions of uncoupled longitudinal and

lateralldirectional dynamics for rectilinear, steady state flight conditions. Additionally, both

parameters neglect second order terms that can be significant for certain aircraft configurations.

This section briefly summarized the evolution of the CnfDYN versus LCDP Departure Suscep-

tibility Criterion and one should observe (as pointed out by MIL-STD-1797A) that using the same

"static-based" parameters, independent investigations have proposed different criterion boun-

daries and not a common one. This points out that one must clearly understand the assump-

tions and limitations of the parameters and the criterion planes based on these parameters

when applying them to "new" aircraft configurations and flight conditions that violate the underly-

ing assumptions and data base used to develop the criterion.
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JOHNSTON: 1 /T8 3

DATE IRESEARCHER:

1974 ; Johnston (STI)

CITWEBION:

No departure susceptibility criterion was proposed but open- and closed-loop departure

parameters were identified for the A-7 aircraft considering the effects of nonzero sideslip angle

and the coupled ( longitudinal-lateral/directional ) equations-of-motion. The closed loop nose-

slice departure parameter was identified as 1 /T 3 which is the nonminimum phase zero of the

N,/a transfer function of the complete six degree-of-freedom bare airframe system as given in

equation 37.

oN*Ke( - I /Te3)(1 /Te2)[rei1 OwN,I 2, Cori.]0 N9. = nv F (37)

The nose slice departure parameter was found to be strongly related to the open-loop

aerodynamic parameters N'a and Sta and the kinematic terms Zp(Z pocosco) and Zr(-Posinao)

as given in Figure 32.

In trying to understand and predict the nose-slice departure characteristics of the A-7 aircraft

which evolve from unsymmetrical flight (directional mistrim or miscoordination during maneuver-

ing), Johnston concluded that although pilot ratings (from a fixed base simulation) could not be

correlated with any single flying quality parameter, the A-7 departure characteristics were most

dependent upon the coupled longitudinal-lateral/directional closed-loop parameter, I /T63 . At

the A-7's departure angle-of- attack the parameter 1 /Te 3 is located in the RHP of the root locus

and with "normal" pilot pitch attitude control activity the aircraft/pilot system is driven unstable.
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Figure 33 shows a comparison between the bare airframe pole-zero locations of the un-

coupled and coupled Nt/,, transfer function for the A-7 aircraft near its stall angle-of-at-

tack.

SP X 2.0 SP X 2.0

0
0 DR 1 1.0

I DR

LAT-DIR PAIRS

SR SR
SP )b P

1.0 1 11.0

T02 T01  e3
Ng,/A: 6 DOF uncoupled NL/A: 6 DOF coupled

Figure 33 Comparison Between the Pole-Zero Locations of the Na'/A Transfer Function for the Un-

coupled and Coupled 6 DOF Equation-of-Motion for the A-7 Aircraft ( ao = 18.80. Po = 60)
(Reference (13))

In the uncoupled six degree-of-freedom case the two lateral-directional modes ((onto, DnsR) have

cancelling pole-zero dipoles; the longitudinal zero 1 /Te 2 is small and positive (LHP); and as

might be expected near stall, 1/Te, is slightly negative (RHP). For the completely coupled six
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degree-of-freedom case, the coupling has a relatively small effect on the eigenvalues1 com-

pared to a major shift it produces on the zero locations. Of primary concern is the shift of the

1 /Te, zero into the RHP. Also of concern is the increased separation of the Dutch-roll dipole

pair which indicates considerable Dutch roll modal response excitation exists via the elevator

controller.

After eliminating the U equation from the complete equations-of-motion and observing that the

zeros identified as 1 /Te, and 1/Te2 remained unchanged (the 1 /Te, zero is usually

eliminated) in location from the complete six degree-of-freedom case (see Figure 34), Johnston

deduced that the nonminimum phase zero is a result of the lateral-longitudinal coupling and

thereafter identified it as 1 /Te 3 (as opposed to 1 /To, ).

A root locus showing a pure gain closure of pitch attitude to elevator is shown in Figure 35 for

the six degree-of-freedom coupled airframe in nonsymmetric flight.

Equation 38 provides a simplified expression for 1 /Te 3 after all the damping derivatives are

neglected.

1/Te-) - N3

103 cosao + N',sinao

To avoid a potential closed-loop "spiral" divergence, 1 /Te 3 must remain positive.

1 Nonzero sideslip angle has little effect on the longitudinal eigenvalues. The major shift is on

the lateral/directional modes in which increasing sideslip causes the roll subsidence and spiral

modes to couple into a lateral oscillation (i.e., lateral phugoid). Typically with increased sideslip

angle, the Dutch-roll and lateral phugoid modes interchange damping. That is, with increasing

sideslip angle, damping of the Dutch-roll mode increases while the damping of the lateral

phugoid mode decreases.
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Figure 34 Comparison between the Pole-Zero Locations of the N9o/A Transfer Function for the 6 DOF
Equations-of-Motion and the 5 DOF Equations-of-Motion (No 1)-equation) for the A-7 Aircraft

(o = 18.80, PO = 60 ) (Reference (13))
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Figure 35 Root Locus Plot for the Six Degree-of-Freedom Coupled ( • # 0) 8, Transfer Function (Data for

the A-7 Aircraft; cto = 18.80 . 60 ) (Reference (13))
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The root locus plot shows how the roots starting at consA rapidly move to the real-axis and then

split into two real roots, one of which moves towards the 1 /T0 2 zero; the other moves toward

the nonminimum phase zero, 1 /Te 3 .

Figure 36 shows the system time response when the pitch attitude loop is closed with unity gain

and a step attitude command, Oc, of 0.01 radians is introduced. The aircraft is initially trimmed

for steady flight at ao - 18.8 degrees, Po - 6 degrees, and 4)o - 5 degrees. The predicted first-

order divergence is shown to start immediately and to dominate the r, w, 6, eand a traces.

The cause of the RHP zero, 1 /T63 , was traced back through the 9 x 9 equations of motion

matrix (see Figure 32) to the dominant coupling terms St., N',, Zp and Zr. S'Qc and N', are the

dimensional aerodynamic cross-coupling stability derivatives as given by equations 39 and 40.

9,. clý. qSb 2 Cc aC.
aa lx'z - • aa -)

N'. . (Ix zý -r , jx6 n (40)

a& IxIz - I2z

Wind tunnel tests and tuft studies performed on the A-7 aircraft revealed that the decrease in

directional stability is attributed to the vortex activity from the fuselage and wing center panel im-

pinging on the downward side of the vertical tail (Reference (13)). It is surmised by the authors

of Reference (13) that this aerodynamic phenomena is related to the Ta and N'' stability deriva-

tives and hence 1 /Te 3. The effect of not including the Ste and N'a in the complete linear six de-

gree-of-freedom equations of motion of the A-7 can be inferred from Figure 37 which compares

the pole-zero locations of the coupled six degree-of-freedom N./,& transfer function with and

without the •', and N', terms.
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Figure 36 Digital Simulation of a Closed-Loop A-7 Departure to a Step Pitch Attitude Command

(ao 18.80, p = 6O ) (Reference (13))
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Figure 37 Itfect L : Not Including the 9'a and N'0 Terms (in the 6 DOF Equations-of-Motion) on the Pole-
Zero Locations of the Ng./A Transfer Function of the A-7 Aircraft (Data for

u0 = 18.80; po = 6$). (Reference (13))

The Zp and Zr terms represent the nonlinear kinematic coupling between the sideslip and

yawing/rolling motion of the aircraft in the Z-equation-of-motion. The effect of not including these

two terms in the six degree-of-freedom equations-of-motion is shown in the pole-zero plots of fig-

ure 38.
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Figure 38 Effect of Not Including the Zp and Zr Terms (in the 6 DOF Equations-of-Motion) on the Pole-

Zero Locations of the 0%. Transfer Function of the A-7 Aircraft (Data for O•o = 18.8 ; Po = 60).
(Reference (13))

TYPE OF CRITERION:

Values for the closed-loop parameter, I/Te3 and the open loop parameters S',, N'0 , Zp and Zr

have not been correlated directly with departure susceptibility boundaries to be considered a

"Criterion". However, the design impact and influence these parameter have in choosing a

methodology to predict under which flight conditions an aircraft will depart controlled flight is sub-

stantial.

CRITERION PLANE:

The nose slice departure parameter, 1/Te3 is a closed-loop stability parameter. If the value of

1 /Te 3 is positive a roll-spiral divergence (as described) cannot occur. However, positive value
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boundaries have not been correlated with aircraft departure susceptibility. Conservatively the

value of 1 /Te3 should be positive.

DESIGN IMPACT:

From a design and analysis perspective the nose-slice departure parameter points out that there

are cases in which aerodynamic (longitudinal-lateral/directional) coupling becomes a significant

influencing factor in causing an aircraft ' depart controlled flight. The influence of these terms is

not discernable in departure parameters/criteria that are derived based on uncoupling the lon-

gitudinal and lateral/directional equations of motion (i.e., CnoDYN and LCDP).

In fact, for the A-7 aircraft, the authors of Reference (13) found that although low departure

parameter values of CnpoyN and LCDP may contribute to the departure of the A-7, neither is a

primary factor. However, when CnpDyN and LCDP were negative at the same time at which 1/T83

was nonminimum phase, the rapidity and/or severity of the nose slice departure is increased

(Reference (13)).

ADVANTAGES OF CRITERION:

The 1 /To. closed-loop stability parameter provides stability information concerning the potential

of a closed-loop divergence occurring due to coupling (both aerodynamic and kinematic) be-

tween the longitudinal and lateral/directional modes of motion. This is the first stability parameter

presented that can predict the existence of such an instability.

Derivation of the departure parameter 1 /T8 3 recognizes the importance of the effects of sideslip

(either intentionally, i.e., rudder maneuvering or unintentionally, i.e., adverse aileron yaw,

mistrim, etc.) with respect to aircraft stability and control at high angles-of-attack. In addition, the

influence of the aerodynamic cross-coupling (Mp, N'o, s"a) and the dynamic derivatives (Cnr, C~p,

etc.) is accounted for in the calculation of 1/T63.
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CRITERION SHORTCOMINGS:

The 1/Te3 stability parameter was derived and used to explain the departure characteristics of

the A-7 aircraft. It is not meant to be used as a departure parameter exclusive of other

parameters such as CnPODN, LCDP, etc. Rather it should be used to compliment departure

parameters derived based solely on the decoupled equations-of-motion to determine the poten-

tial for closed-loop instabilities arising due to longitudinal-lateral/directional dynamic coupling.
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KALVISTE: Cmcop, Cnpcop, K

DATEIRESEARCHER:

1978; Kalviste

CRITERIN.

Coupled Parameters Criteria,

Npcop > 0

M~cop > 0

K< 1

Kalviste's coupled parameters, Cnocop Cm.cop and K, are stability parameters that indicate the

open-loop static rotational stability of an aircraft. The "cop" subscript stands for "coupled" indicat-

ing that the parameters are derived from the coupled equations-of-motion and thus are ap-

plicable to asymmetric flight conditions.

BASIS OF CRITERION:

Kalviste's stability parameters are derived based on solving for the "necessary" conditions for

aircraft static rotational stability (note, the aircraft may still be dynamically unstable) for the

coupled six degree-of-freedom equations of motions by applying the Routh Stability Criterion. A

detailed development of Kalviste's parameters from the equations-of-motion is given in Refer-

ence (51) and will not be repeated here. Instead the implications and understanding of these

parameters will be elaborated on.

The nondimensional coupled stability parameters are defined in equations (41) to (47).

2p (NADYN - M~YN) + ( N + MODYNJ 1 ON, 28 (41)

1\ (NODYN + MaYN ) 2
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(Np.~ + NPDN +M 1 4 MpN& ',YN

MQCgP =Y 2 MaDYN) + CZY *MDYN) 1(Nom +4 MM 2 (42)

K 4(MpNc:)DYN 243)

(NPOYN + MODYN)

where,

MaDYN M= - (9,cosao + Nosincto)tanlpo (44)

MPOYN 4 Mp - (9pcoSco + Npsinao)tanpo (45)

NaDyN = N. coso=0- Vosinao (46)

NPDYN = Np coscxo- Spsinao (47)

The equations-of-motion used in the derivation of the Kalviste stability parameters differ in two

major ways from those used to derive CnPOYN :

1. The aerodynamic cross-coupling between the longitudinal and lateral/direc-
tional equations-of-motion are modelled (i.e., Et,, N,, Mp)

2. The kinematic cross-coupling terms are modelled by the
(cosaotank0) and (sinaotano0) terms.

If the sideslip angle is zero then MDyN reduces to Ma. Furthermore if the aerodynamic cross-

coupling terms are zero then the parameters NaDYN and MpOyN are both zero and the Kalviste

Stability Parameters simplify to NpDYN = Npoop > 0 and Ma - Mucop < 0.
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Analogous to NpDYN and M.DyN being equal to the square of the Dutch-roll and short period

natural frequencies respectively (assuming zero damping; see equation (48), the coupled ex-

pression for these two parameters, Npcop and Macop, can be equated to the coupled Dutch-roll

and short period natural frequencies (see equation 49).

UNCOUPLED (MPOYNNaDYN = 0) (48)

NPOYN -- (R,

NaDYN O2sp

COUPLED MpODYNNaDYN * O (49)

2Npp - (wncR)cop

Nop= (()2sp cop

To predict aircraft departure susceptibility for a particular aircraft, Kalviste makes use of contour

mapping techniques as shown in Figure 39 to define three regions of unaugmented aircraft in-

stability as a function of angle-of-attack and sideslip angle. These three regions of instability are:

1. K < I Coupled (cL, P) Oscillatory Instability

2. Macop > 0 Coupled Longitudinal Divergence (i.e., Short Period on RHP 0-axis)

3. Npcop < 0 Coupled Lateral-Directional Divergence (i.e., Dutch-roll root on RHP a-axis)
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Figure 39 Kalviste a versus p Static Stability Plot (Reference (51))

If the angle-of-attack and sideslip traces of an aircraft in maneuvering flight pass through

regions of instability it indicates that the aircraft will have ajtendencv to depart; it does not neces-

sarily mean that the aircraft Wil depart controlled flight. There are two possible effects of an un-

stable region on aircraft motion. They are: (1) if the unstable region is small it can diverge into a

stable region; (2) if the unstable region is large, the divergence can cause the aircraft rates to

build-up into a developed post-stall gyration or spin.

It is important to realize that regions of the "Kalviste stability plane" that are not identified as

regions of instability do not imply that departure cannot occur in these regions. Aircraft departure

from controlled flight due to dynamic instability (i.e., as a result of inertial coupling effects, or
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negative roll and/or yaw damping) or closed-loop instabilities due to pilot or flight control system

loop closures are not addressed by the Kalviste open-loop Coupled Stability Parameters.

TYPE OF CRITERION:

Open-loop longitudinal-lateral/directional static stability criterion.

CRITERION PLANE:

See a - 0 Stability Plane of Figure 38.

DESIGN IMPACT:

Kalviste's stability parameter analysis technique can be pursued after nonlinear static wind tun-

nel data becomes available. To make the analysis feasible requires the use of digital computer

programming and automatic plotting capability. The computer is used to perform nonlinear inter-

polations of tabular function (i. e., Cc - f((a, p. ba, ), Cm -f ((M, a, P. bc)) that have continuous

first derivatives through the a, P range desired. An iteration procedure is then used to compute

the stability contour lines.

CRITERION ADVANTAGES:

The advantage of Kalviste's Coupled Static Stability Parameters criterion is that it extends the

open-loop, symmetric, static CnPoVN stability parameter to asymmetric flight (which, as shown,

can be a prime driver in initiating an aircraft departure) and includes the effects of highly non-

linear aerodynamic data typical of high angle-of-attack flight conditions.

CRITERION SHORTCOMINGS:

The Coupled Static Stability Parameters criterion does not address the potential for departure

due to dynamic instabilities (i.e., aerodynamic, inertial coupling, etc.), nor does it address

aspects of potential departures due to closed-loop pilot control.
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DATEIRESEARCHER:

1978; Bihrle

CRITERO.N:

Ct, versus Cn, and Cnz. Design Boundaries for Departure Susceptibility and Roll Reversal (see

Figure 40)

BASIS OF CRITERION:

Experience led Bihrle to believe that there are three aircraft characteristics primarily responsible

for departure susceptibility. These characteristics are static directional stability (Cn,), dihedral ef-

fect (Cc,) and lateral control (C[,., C%65). To determine boundaries for aircraft departure suscep-

tibility and roll reversal, Bihrle conducted a digital simulation of a severe open-loop rolling pull-up

maneuver while parametrically varying the Cnp and Co aerodynamic parameters for three cases

of yaw due to aileron control (i.e., proverse, neutral and adverse). The digital simulation utilized

the complete 6 degree-of-freedom rigid body equations-of-motion incorporating the use of non-

linear aerodynamics with angle-of-attack and, if appropriate, control deflection and/or sideslip

angle. The choice of the severe rolling pull-up maneuver for the digital simulation is based on

the fact that most fighter aircraft departures from controlled flight occur while maneuvering. The

particular maneuver chosen is also severe in terms of the amount of kinematic and inertial cou-

pling generated.

By examining the resulting time history associated with each of the matrix variations of

Cno and Cc, the boundaries shown in Figure 40 were empirically determined. Bihrle defined roll

reversal as roll opposite in direction to what was commanded by lateral control input. Departure

was considered to have occurred when the angle-of-attack was sustained above the maximum

trim angle-of-attack value.
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Some of the noteworthy assumptions that influenced the results of the design charts of Figure

40 are as follows:

I. The parametric variation of Cn, and C4, (nonlinear with angle-of-attack) was based on
data representative of current high performance fighter/attack aircraft at the time, such
as the F-4, F-111, F-14 and F-15.

2. The ratio (Iz/Ix)a was fixed at a value of 6.2 and ( I xz)B was assumed to be zero.

3. The boundaries were developed for longitudinally stable aircraft only.

4. There was no limitation placed on the longitudinal control authority.

TYPE OF CRITERION:

Empirical (based on current high performance fighter/attack aircraft data of the time) static

stability design charts applicable to large angle transient maneuvering flight.

CRITERION PLANE:

See Figure 40.

DESIGN IMPACT:

With respect to departure resistant aircraft design and positive roll control, Bihrle's empirical

based "design charts" provide similar information to the Weissman Criteria in terms of desired

aircraft static stability characteristics. That is, the "ideal" aircraft static characteristics are a com-

bination of positive effective dihedral (negative Ctl) along with positive static directional stability

(positive Cno) and low adverse yaw lateral control characteristics. Bihrle's design charts show

that smaller values of positive effective dihedral can be offset by increased directional stability.

On the other hand, static directionally unstable aircraft configurations can still be made depar-

ture resistant if the effective dihedral is sufficiently large. However, for this situation the occur-

rence of roll reversal is more likely.
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CRITERION ADVANTAGES:

The principal advantage that the Bihrle Departure and Roll Reversal Design Charts have to offer

is that they are based on maneuvering flight conditions and thus address maneuvering stability.

By proceeding in this manner the effects of kinematic and inertial coupling, as well as the effects

of nonlinear aerodynamics, are addressed.

CRITERION SHORTCOMINGS:

The primary shortcoming of the Departure and Roll Reversal Boundaries developed by Bihrle is

that they are both a function of the open-loop large angle nonlinear maneuver simulated and the

aerodynamic data base and aircraft configuration (i.e., (IJIx)B - 6.2, etc.) modelled. The author's

of Reference (37) comment that they believe the Bihrle Departure and Roll Reversal Boundaries

are conservative based on the severity of the dynamics associated with the rolling pull-up

maneuver simulated. The Bihrle design boundaries have been correlated with the A/D sectors of

the empirically derived Weissman Criterion Plane in Reference (37). However Reference (37)

cautions against comparing the two criteria because the Bihrle boundaries are based on fixed

ratios of inertias (Izflx) and aileron moments (C 1,,/Cn), where as the Cnp,,N and LCDP

parameters that comprise the Weissman Criteria are not restricted in this manner.
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DATEIRESEARCHER:

1980; Johnston (STI)

RITEEIt N:

I /Tb, or CWofn, > - 0.5 for Departure Resistance where 1 /T01 is the non-minimum phase zero of

the N9./A (3 DOF) transfer function typical of fighter aircraft at high angle-of-attack flight condi-

tions.

BASIS OF CRITERION:

When the conditions are satisfied that permit the longitudinal and lateral/directional equations of

motion to be decoupled, the 3 degree-of-freedom NgSTK/A transfer function can be represented

by equation 50 given below.

N9STK KoU S2 + 5ýOcE s + nfl(50
A (s 1 /Ts)(s + 1 /T;)[S2 + 2ýDnwn s + nR

Typically for low angle-of-attack flight conditions the numerator zeros are a complex pair located

in the neighborhood of the Dutch-roll poles (i.e., trco, ; ýnow and (on* = nm) as shown in

Figure 41,

(ODR

_d a stk (s)

-1 -1 a'

Figure 41 Typical Low Angle-of-Attack Os)/bsTK(s) Root Loci (Reference (13)).
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However, with increasing angle-of-attack the writ or C-coefficient (N&sTK - As2 + Bs+ C)

of the NtSTK numerator polynominal decrease-, and can bec'me negative. When th.s occurs the

numerator polynominal can be expressed as given in equation 51 where one root is positive (by

definition the 1 /T4, root) and one root is negative.

NbSTK =KsSK(S + 1/T*,)(s + 1I/T 2) (51)

In this case the root locus of Figure 42 shows that a roll command loop closure will drive the

spiral root (-1I/T) toward the RHP (nonminimum phase zero) and a first order divergence

results. (Note: the shift in the open-loop denominator roots is common at high angles-of-attack).

JW

Ix wnDR

-we
-1 -1 1 7

Figure 42 Typical High Angle-of-Attack O(s)/STKu(s) Root Lood (Reference (13))

The rate of divergence depends upon how far the zero lies in the RHP and how tightly the roll

loop is closed (i.e., pilot technique, aggressiveness, etc.). In Reference (13) the closed-loop

parameters wn2 and (24;wr) or (1 /TO, 1 /T$;) were plotted versus angle-of-attack for the F-4J

aircraft as shown in Figure 43.
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Figure 43 NtSTK Root Migration with Angle-of-Attack for the F-4J Aircraft (Reference (13)).
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This figure illustrates two important points. First, note (as mentioned above) that negative values

2of to) (which the roll reversal parameter LCDP is an approximation of) implies the numerator

zeros can now be represented by two real roots, one of which is nonminimum phase. The first

point the authors of Reference 13 make, is that for the F-4J aircraft (at zero sideslip angle) wing

rock and eventual nose slice characteristics are correlated with small/negative values of W2

and nose slice correlates with large negative values of (1 /TO,).

The second point illustrated is the effect of nonzero sideslip angle (i.e., 5.50) on these

parameters. For this F-4 configuration, aerodynamic cross-coupling causes W2 (i.e., LCDP) to

remain positive and close to the Dutch-roll mode. However the damping ratio (ce) becomes

negative causing two nonminimum phase zeros to exist in the form of a complex pair as

sketched in Figure 43. This points out one case in which LCDP fails to predict the existence of a

nonminimum phase zero due to the affects of significant aerodynamic cross-coupling. In this

case the parameters I /T,, or ýWn0 correlate more closely to the departure characteristics of the

F-4J aircraft.

In the piloted simulation reported in Reference (48), four configurations were evaluated in terms

of their departure susceptibility in an attempt to isolate the influence of the open-loop dynamics

only (i.e., CnoDYN), closed-loop dynamics only (i.e., LCDP, I /T#,, •wn4) and the combination of

degraded open and closed-loop dynamics. The results of the simulations as supported by the

data of Figure 44 shows the division between "departure resistant" (R), and "departure suscep-

tible" (S) ratings to lie at an approximate I /T#, value of -0.5.
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Figure 44 Departure Susceptibility Ratings Versus Lateral Closed-Loop Divergence Potential,
1 /T#, or C#, On* (R - Departure Resistant; S - Departure Susceptible; ES - Extremely
Departure Susceptible) (Reference (48)).
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This corresponds to a time to double amplitude of approximately 1.4 seconds. The authors

reasoned that zeros which lie to the left of this line apparently limit the first order divergence to a

rate slow enough for pilots to respond and prevent departure from controlled flight. Zeros to the

right of the -0.5 boundary apparently allow divergence rates so fast that the pilots can not

prevent departure. Interestingly, for the flight conditions, inertias, etc., employed in this simula-

tion a 1 /TO, value of -0.5 corresponds to an LCDP value of -0.001. This coincides with

Weissman's LCDP boundary between regions A and B for positive CnPD,o (see Figure 28), how-

ever it is a little more conservative at negative CnPOYN values (Reference (13)).

TYPE OF CRITERION:

The 1 /Tý, criterion is intended as a closed-loop departure parameter in terms of preventing un-

commanded motion via roll control inputs. Unlike the LCDP parameter, 1 /T4, is directly ap-

plicable to augmented aircraft.

CRITERION PLANE:

I/TO, > -0.5

DESIGN IMPACT:

The design implication is that if the combined aerodynamics and FCS design is such that the

value of 1 /T#, (and/or c4on*) does not exceed -0.5 (negatively) throughout the achievable angle-

of-attack and sideslip range, the aircraft is predicted to be free of roll reversal characteristics.

The 1 /T4, departure parameter addresses the influence of the FCS on departure and can be

used to aid in the design of departure prevention flight control system architecture. This is par-

ticularly important for departure design of future fighter aircraft which will very likely have

reduced open-loop directionally stability (i.e., vertical tailless, low observable configuration

designrs). Note that this criterion places no restrictions on open-loop (i,e., CnODN) stability.
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CRITERION ADVANTAGES:

Unlike application of the closed-loop departure parameter, LCDP, the 1 /T*, parameter is not

restricted to the three degree-of-freedom lateral/directional equation-of-motion assumptions.

The parameter can be applied to completely coupled six degree-of-freedom airframe dynamics

with FCS augmentation.

CRITERION SHORTCOMINGS:

Admittedly the researchers make clear that the simulation results used to develop the 1 /To1

criterion are based on variations of a single nonlinear aerodynamic model (F-4J) representing

an (x, p region dominated by phenomena that are highly configuration dependent. Therefore, fur-

ther substantiation of this criterion is desired.
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PELIKAN: CnOAPP

DATE/RESEARCHERB:

1984; Pelikan (McDonnell Douglas)

Cnop(i.e., CnPDYN CONTROLS) ' 0

(ACn)P + (ACO) (ACO) + (AC)6, z'
where, CncoApp i - -n)-c-sot• inaj-X (51)

This parameter has been used to assess the effect of different control inputs (i.e., neutral con-

trols, lateral stick, coordinated controls, cross controls, rudder alone) on the basic airframe static

lateral/directional stability.

BASIS OF CRITERION :

The CnoApp departure parameter is based on whether the initial stability-axis yawing moment ac-

ting on the aircraft due to both sideslip and control inputs is either restoring or propelling. The ex-

pression for CnPAPP given in equation (51) can be derived by transforming the body angular

accelerations (N /IzB /4/xe) from either body or principal axis into stability axis using a secant

slope linearization technique. One development of the equation that defines the CnOPp

parameter is given in equations (52) to (54).

Rs - RBcosa - Pssina (52a)

N -
= - sina (52b)

-nb Cf1 b
" WnS-O: --!Rj!S§_ina (52c)

IzB e Cncosc - 1 ýjJCjsina (52d)
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Defining the nondimensional body-axis yawing and rolling moment coefficients with regard to

the static terms due to sideslip (p)and control deflections (8) yields,

lze +A)( " t+()in
jS-b [(ACn)O + (- C]'B [(ACO + (]J- sina (53)

To arrive at Pelikan's final expression for Cnopp, equation (53) is divided through by the sideslip

angle,

R Z "1= r(ACn,)+ (ACn)O " (A" r )+ (Act),

as A l(--n) Cn] -osa - I(XJB [ ( 1 sina (54)

Pelikan's motivation for dividing equation (54) by the sideslip angle is to use a secant slope

linearization method (as opposed to the local tangent slope linearization method, i.e., stability

derivatives) to determine "static stability" in a "global" sense as a function of sideslip angle (see

Figure 45).

Note that the CnpAPp parameter derivation is based on the same concept as Moul and Paulson's

CnOD,, parameter. That is, the summation of yawing moments about the Z-stability axis must be

positive (i.e., • N's, >0) (Reference (37)). The difference lies in the inclusion of yawing and rolling

moments due to nonzero control deflections and the use of a secant slope linearization technique.
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Figure 45 Illustration of the Tangent and Secant Slope Linearization Techniques

From FIA-1 8 flight test data Pelikan observed open-loop instabilities predicted by the CnpDYN

departure susceptibility parameter (CnOIyN < 0) that were never realized in flight. Based on this

observation, Pelikan felt that the association of local open-loop instabilities (small/negative

values of CnPOYN ) with departure susceptibility should be revised to use the secant slope method

of calculatingCnODY when nonlinear lateral-directional characteristics are exhibited. In the F- 18

case the local region of instability occurring at approximately 30 degrees tends to slide the

aircraft out to a stable region between 6 and 8 degrees sideslip angle and prevents the aircraft

from departing controlled flight (although directional controllability is sloppy in this region).
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TYPE OF CRITERION:

Open-loop lateral/directional static departure susceptibility criterion that includes the static effect

of the controls.

CRITERION PLANE:

CnPApp> 0

DESIGN IMPACT:

The intent of the Cnop criterion is to extend the application of the Cnpo parameter to include

nonlinear aerodynamic characteristics with sideslip angle and the effect of different control in-

puts. Use of this criterion is useful in preliminary control law design architecture for departure

prevent portions of the flight control laws.

CRITERION ADVANTAGES:

(See Design Impact)

CRITERION SHORTCOMINGS:

The CnPApp parameter/criterion does not address the potential for departures due to dynamic in-

stabilities, (i.e., aerodynamic, inertial coupling, etc.) nor does it address aspects of potential

departures due to closed-loop pilot control. Additionally, the parameter exclusively considers

departure only in the lateral directional axis, precluding the possibility of any longitudinal axis

departures or longitudinal-lateral/directional coupling that might induce a departure. It is also

believed that further validation/correlation with flight test data is needed to support use of the

secant slope method of linearization that is the basis of the Cn.. parameter derivation.
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KALVISTE: DYNAMIC STABILITY PARAMETERS

DATE/RESEARCHER:

1989; Kalviste (Northrop)

No departure susceptibility criterion was proposed. Rather, "new' stability parameters are

derived (given in equation (55) below) which relate directly to the "fast' aircraft stability modes

(pitch short period, Dutch-roll and roll subsidence).

U=op < 0. (55)

Npi00 > 0

Npco ,> 0

Micop < 0

M" '< 0

Failure to satisfy the stability conditions of equation (55) reveals regions of local instability which

result in degraded unaugmented flying qualities such as unpredictable control response and the

inability to transition to and maintain certain trim conditions (Reference (5)). The local in-

stabilities however may not necessarily represent conditions where the aircraft will depart from

controlled flight.

These five parameters are related directly to the three (roll subsidence, Dutch-roll, and pitch

short period) unaugmented stability modes (the six .igenvaiues) of the aircraft in terms of three

new independent variables ( PJcop, p and p ) as a function of p and i. As yet, Kalviste

has not developed a unique transformation between the uncoupled variables (A', 0 and ZL) and

the coupled variables ( llop, Oco, and itrw ) for the general case Involving both static and

dynamic stability. A transformation between the uncoupled variables (P and a) and the coupled

variables ( Poop and a.0 , ) has been derived in Reference (4) for the reduced problem involving

static stability only.
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The necessary condition for aerodynamic stability is to have the roots of the coupled equations

in the left half of the complex plane.

BASIS OF CRITERION:

The five stability parameters given in equation (55) define aircraft stability based on the aircraft's

aerodynamic and inertial properties and include both static and dynamic aerodynamic effects, in-

ertial coupling and kinematic coupling effects. These parameters are an extension of the pre-

viously developed Coupled Stability Parameters based only on static aerodynamic effects (see

Reference (48)). Kalviste defines stability in terms of the rotational motion relative to the flight

path. The aerodynamic moments and forces are functions of the aerodynamic angles, a and p,

aircraft body axis rates, P, 0, and R, and translational acceleration terms, cz and 0, at a fixed

flight condition (Mach, altitude). To derive expressions for the stability parameters of equation

55, the rotational equations of motion are first expressed in the dynamic stability axis system

(i.e., the coordinate system about which a, p, and pi are defined). These are shown in equations

156 to 671.

54D + 5RDY4 $PVWP + 9iDYNX + CIDYNa (56)

* - - NjDYN6 - NDY YNO - NiyN Na - N- oýa (57)

" ~MN * MjDYNO + MpmO + Mm'" + Mao•a (58)

where:

MCZYN, MAM-, N-MN and Np. are defined in equations 44 to 47. respectively, and

Strew- Nrsin 2ao + Stpcos 2ao + (Np + Vfr)sinaocosbo + (Nqsinuo + 1fqcosio)tanPo (59)

Stomm -[Npsin 2ao - lCos 2*] I + (L4 - Nr)sinaocosaojsecPo (60)

SUDOYN " (SqcosoO + Nqsinao)secpo (61)

I Note this is a simplified equation set used by Kalviste to Illustrate computation of the stability
parameters. The complete equation set is given in Reference (5).
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MPDyN = [Mq - Nrsin2 ao - 9pCOS2 ao - (Np + gr)sinaocosao (82)

- (9qcosoO + Nqsinao)tanl3ojsinPo + (Mrsincto + Mpcosao)cospo

MiDYN = Mpsinfo - MrcosoLo - [Npsin 2 ao - Lrcos 2cto + (Lp - Nr)sinao)cosoojtanlo (63)

MDYN = Mq - (9qCOSaO + Nqsinao)tanpo (64)

NPoYN = [ - r5in2 ao + Npcos 2 ao + (Nr - gp)sinafcosaocoso•O (65)

+ (NqcoSao - 9qsinao)sinPO

N'pYN= -- psin2a - Nrcos2a0 + (Np + 9rsinocosoo (66)

N&oYN = NqcoSao - Sfqsinao (67)

Taking the Laplace transform of equations 56 to 58 and placing them in matrix form yields,

"S - 9PDYN - SfODYNS - 9PDYN - $faDYNS - SfOLOYN

NJDN S 2 + NODYNS + NpDyN N&OYNS + NCOYN . 0 (68)

- MjDYN - MIDYNS - MPDYN S2_ M&DYNS - MaDYN

If the off-diagonal terms (coupling terms) of the above matrix equation are zero, then the

diagonal terms represent the roll subsidence, Dutch-roll and pitch short period stability modes,

respectively (Reference (5)). Taking advantage of the fact that a square matrix with distinct

eigenvalues can always be diagonalized (.&-, diag [A.I , X3, .. JAn])by a similarity transforma-

tion (see Reference (24)), Kalviste rearranges equation (68) as shown in equation (69) with the

five new stability parameters (in dimensional form) on the matrix diagonal.
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9C 0 0

0 s2 + No:ms + Npcop 0 (69)

o 0 s2 - M&:s- Ma

To relate the new stability parameters to the conventional aircraft modes of motion Kalviste

developed a method of integrating the characteristic roots (s=*+jw)from the uncoupled equa-

tions to the coupled equations. To account for coupling between the conventional modes of mo-

tion, multipliers Ki and K2 are placed on the off-diagonal coupling terms as shown in equation

(70).

S - 9
4

OYN - 9OYN - 9ODY14 - tOYNS - 9CLO

K2(NI8D2N) + NOYNS + NPDYN NLDYNS + Na1VN1:1 0 (70)

K2( MoDYN) Ki(- MODYNs - MPDoN) s2_ M&DNS - M.M

The migration of the characteristic equation roots due to coupling can be tracked by integrating

the characteristic roots with respect to these multipliers from zero to one as shown in Reference

5. Integrating the characteristic roots with respect to Ki accounts for coupling between the lon-

gitudinal and lateral/directional modes and integrating the characteristic roots with respect to K2

accounts for coupling between the roll subsidence and the Dutch-roll modes. In this manner the

migration of the eigenvalues can be tracked, adding insight to the effects of lateral/directional as

well as longitudinal-lateral/directional coupling.
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The coupled stability parameters given in equation (69) were derived from the equations-of-mo-

tion that included the linearized aerodynamic derivatives (both static and dynamic) and the

kinematic coupling of these derivatives. To define an aircraft's aerodynamic stability for

maneuvering flight, Kalviste includes the inertial effects (see equations (71) to (73)) due to

steady rotation rates in the equations-of-motion.

I1- 'l- [Qol + RoC] (71)

(Izrt xx3 [RP + PoR (72)

A . pIZ Poo+ 0oP (73)

To accomplish this, the appropriate aerodynamic derivatives are modified to account for the iner-

tial coupling effects such as:

(Sr), ar + *-Oo

(Sfq), - fq + IY -x IZ . Ro

TYPE OF CRITERION:

The five stability parameters developed by Kalviste relate directly to the stability of the natural

aircraft stability modes (i.e., the pitch short period, roll subsidence and Dutch-roll). The

parameters can thus be used to predict open-loop stability of an aircraft in steady maneuverinig

flight (i.e., dynamic aerodynamic effects and kinematic and inertial coupling terms are included

in the parameter formulation). Failure to satisfy the stability criterion of one of the five stability

parameters has not been correlated with aircraft departure susceptibility. However, regions of

the a-P plane for which one of the stability criterion is not satisfied reveals a region of local
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instability which results in degraded flying qualities of the unaugmented aircraft and possible

departure prone characteristics.

CRITERION PLANE:

No departure susceptibility criterion has been correlated with the Kalviste Coupled Stability

Parameters. Figure 46 shows how the five stability parameters can be plotted on an ct-0 plane

to determine whether any regions of instability exist.

DESIGN IMPACT :

The formation of new dynamic modes due to the effects of coupling between the conventional

aircraft modes can be identified using the root integration technique presented by Kalviste in Ref-

erence (5). The significance of this method is that it applies even in highly coupled, dynamic con-

ditions.

CRITERION SHORTCOMINGS:

Kalviste's formulation of the equations-of-motion is such that the effects of trajectory stability

(defined in terms of aircraft translational motion due to aerodynamic and propulsive forces and

the force of gravity) are not included. This excludes the possible coupling effects between the

"fast" modes and the slow trajectory modes consisting of the conventional phugoid, spiral and al-

titude stability modes. Kalviste admittedly notes that inclusion of the trajectory effects can either

stabilize or destabilize the aerodynamic stability characteristics predicted by the developed

stability parameters of equation (69). Kalviste has already incorporated the trajectory effects in

the parameter development by including the p, y, velocity and altitude equations in the formula-

tion of the equations-of-motion. This results in a ninth order system that fully encompasses all

coupling effects of the trajectory into the already developed aerodynamic stability parameters.

Levels of instability/stability of each of the parameters still needs to be further investigated to

determine whether they can be correlated with aircraft departure susceptibility.
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Figure 46 Kalviste Stability Parameters Plotted Versus Angle-of-Attack and Sideslip Angle (Reference (5))
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CHODY: ROUTH CRITERION PARAMETERS

DATE/IEEARCHER

1989; Chody (Eidetics)

RITIERLQN:

Extension of the CnPD•N and LCDP stability concepts to address asymmetric (Po * 0; but 40 = 0)

steady maneuvering flight. Figure 47 illustrates the suggested open-loop stability criteria planes

and Figure 48 illustrates the suggested closed-loop stability criteria that refines the classical

definition of the LCDP parameter.

BASIS OF CRITERION:

Motivated by inconsistent correlation of recent departure experience with the Cnp, stability

parameter, Chody chose to linearize the lateral/directional equations-of-motion and apply

Routh's Stability Criteria to the resulting quartic polynominal charactaristic equation with as little

simplification as possible (see equation (21)). As was shown in the CnPDw stability criterion sec-

tion the expression for CnoDw (see equation (22)) now contains two additional terms, the second

of which (i.e., 81b3 [C'pC'n, - C'4C'np) ) was shown in Figure 22 to be significant at least for the81x

case of the preliminary configuration of the X-31A aircraft. Note that equation (22) is a refine-

ment of the original expression derived from CnpDYNto now include higher order terms that with

today and future aircraft configuration concepts appear to be important. The modified expres-

sion for CnPOYN iS still a "Routh Stability Test" on the s2 coefficient (or "C"-coefficient; see equa-

tion (22)) of the uncoupled lateral/directional characteristic equation.

In addition to applying Routh's Stability Criteria to the "C" -coefficient to determine minimum

levels of CnolN, Chody proposes that Routh's criteria also be applied to the other coefficients of

ihe lateral/directional characteristic equation as shown in Figure 47a through 47c. (Note, Chody

omits addressing the Routh discriminant, D(BC-AD)-B 2E; Negative values of the discriminant
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Figure 47 Open-Loop Lateral/Directional Stability Boundaries of Chody Based on the Routh Stability

Criteria (Reference (33))
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Figure 47 (Concluded). Open-Loop Lateral/Directional Stability Boundaries of Chody Based on the
Routh Stability Criteria (Reference (33))
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Figure 48 Closed-Loop Lateral/Directional Stability Boundaries of Chody (Extension of LCDP to Include

the Aerodynamic Dynamic Deriivatives) (Reference (36))
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indicate that the real part of one complex pair of roots (either the conventional "Dutch-roll pair or

the lateral-phugoid") is in the unstable RHP which implies one oscillatory divergence will occur).

Correlation of these coefficient stability bounderies with aircraft departure susceptibility has yet

to be done.

The same analysis approach used to include the aerodynamic dynamic derivatives in the expres-

sion for Cn~oo, was also used to modify the LCDP closed-loop stability parameter. The resulting

expression is provided in equation (30c) and is plotted versus angle-of-attack in Figure 48 with

some simplification.

TYPE OF CRITERION:

Refinements of the open and closed-loop lateraljdirectional departure susceptibility parameters

CnpO0 N and LCDP are proposed. Additional open-loop stability bounderies based on the "B", "D"

and "E" coefficients of the Iateral/directiona! characteristic equation are also suggested.

CRITERION PLOTS:

See Figures 47 and 48.

DESIGN IMPACT:

As suggested in Reference (33), "One interpretation of the modified criteria is that the currently

defined minimum value requirements for CnPDYN and LCDP should not be constant for all con-

figurations. Instead minimum acceptable values should be based on the configuration specific

dynamic derivatives."

The proposed criteria is an important refinement because it is consistent with modern fighter/at-

tack aircraft configuration aerodynamics which are dominated by the effects of the forebody vor-

tices at high angles-of-attack which tends to result in adequate static stability characteristics but
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poor dynamic stability characteristics (As an example see the yaw and roll damping charac-

teristics for the X-31A given in Figure 4) (Reference (33)).

Table V from Reference (33) compares the major differences in design features and charac-

teristics of the fighter/attack aircraft of the 1950's and 1960's to the current design periods begin-

ning with the early 1970's (i.e., F-14, F-15, F-16 generation).

Review of the substantiating data used by Weissman (to correlate regions of CnpoyN versus

LCDP with aircraft departure susceptibility) (Reference (33)) found that the dynamic data

(Cn., Cc,, Cn, and C(,) influenced the departure susceptibility characteristics of the aircraft in cor-

relation data base, but were not the dominant factors.

Table V Comparison of the Major Differences in Design Features and Characteristics of Fighter/Attack
Aircraft of the 1950's and 1960's versus the Current Design Period. (Reference (33))

50'S '60'S 70's ' 90's

aC•m 170" 230 300"400

CLw Relatively Low High

Izl/x Med - High High

Forebody Fineness (lId) 2-2.5 4- 6

Asymmetric Yawing Moment (Cn3) 0-0.01 0.05- 0.12

Directional Weathercock Dominated by aft Dominated by
Stability (Cno) located vertical tail forebody (noseilex/l

canard) vortices

Effect of Increasing Cnp on Increased damping due Decreased damping

Directional Damping (C,) to forces acting aft of due to forces acting
aircraft CO ahead of CG

Impact of Rotary Cross Low due to relatively High due to increased
Derivatives (Ck, Crp) low Ci,= CL""

"Leading edge
extension
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As experienced during early X-31 A configuration design, work done by NASA has shown that

when the high angle-of-attack aerodynamics of a configuration are dominated by the forebody,

there is a fundemental interchange between the static and dynamic stability characteristics (Ref-

erence (33)). Specifically if the forebody is altered to improve the static directional stability (Cnp)

at high angles-of-attack, yaw damping (Cn,) will invariably decrease. Conversely, alterations to

the forebody to improve dynamic stability characteristics will invariably degrade the static direc-

tional stability characteristics.

CRITERION ADVANTAGES:

The process of determining the stability characteristics of an aircraft without computing the

roots of the characteristic equation to gain insight into the dominant vehicle characteristics is

a formidible analytical task for the complete linear unaugmented aircraft equations-of-mo-

tion. To make this a realistic task, as is often done, Chody utilizes Kalviste's equation

development given in Reference (51) which decouples the complete linear equations-of-mo-

tion and considers the stability characteristics of just the lateral/directional set. However, un-

like the original CntOYN and LCDP stability parameters derived by Moul & Paulson (Reference

(35)), Chody does not exclude the aerodynamic dynamic derivative terms (Cn,,Ccp, etc.) as

second order effects in his derived expressions. As pointed out, the influence of the

dynamic derivatives can be significant for the configurations where forebody dynamics

dominate the flow. Furthermore, by application of Routh Stability Criteria to the other coeffi-

cients1 of the lateral/directional quartic characteristic equation (A, B, C, D, E and D(BC-AD)-

B2 E must all be positive for absolute system stability), Chody has found that dynamic

instabilities other than those associated with the "C" - coefficient are also influential to an

aircraft configuration being departure prone.

'Note, Chody does not address the D(BC-AD)-B2E term of Routh's Stability Criteria
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CRITERION SHORTCOMINGS:

Used as aircraft departure susceptibility criteria the lateral/directional stability criteria proposed

by Chody has two shortcomings to consider. First, as Chody suggests, the criteria (with the ex-

ception of the extension of the expressions for the CnoDyN and LCDP parameters) still need to be

further analyzed in terms of correlating the proposed parameters with aircraft departure suscep-

tibility characteristics.

Secondly, because the proposed stability parameters are derived from the uncoupled

lateralldirectional equation-of-motion set, instabilities due to coupling between the longitudinal

and lateral/directional modes of motion which is prevalent at high angles-of-attack can not be ad-

dressed. If significant aerodynamic cross-coupling does exist (i.e. 9,, Mp, etc.) the criteria

proposed by Johnston of STI (1/re8 ) and Kalviste (Ncop,Mcoo, etc.) may be more appropriate.
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CONCLUSIONS

The goal of this research was to provide guidelines to aid in the analytical determination of the

departure susceptibility of future fighter aircraft designs. Towards this end the major departure

susceptibility criteria developments dating back to the concept of the stability derivative were dis-

cussed at length in terms of their derivation, their design impact, their strong points and their

shortcomings. As expected, no one analytical criterion can be applied to an aircraft design and

provide the "full picture" as to the susceptibility of an aircraft to depart from controlled flight.

However, the survey of criteria revealed that although in some cases there is overlap in the exist-

ing criteria, on the whole the criteria can be used in an intergrated fashion (from simple to more

complex) to follow the design evolution and the associated availability and refinements of the

aerodynamic de*a base.

Without exception each of the departure susceptibility criteria researched were based on linear

or quasi-linear frozen point analysis. Although application of linear analysis does still appear to

apply to the high angle-of-attack flight regime, caution must be exercised in defining limits of

validity of the derived linear models. Additionally, where aerodynamic cross-coupling exists

(i.e., Cmp, Cno, etc.) and/or inertial coupling is an important stability consideration, the

lateral/directional-longitudinal equations-of-motion can not be decoupled, and the linearization

must be based on the six degree-of-freedom equations-of-motion and trim points that include

asymmetric flight (Do * 0, 4o * 0) and nonzero angular rates (Po, Qo, Ro * 0). Furthermore, the

linear analysis based results must address both open- (characteristic equation) and closed-loop

(transfer function numerator dynamics) parameters and be verified using nonlinear simulations

and available experimental techniques. Table VI summarizes the suggested use of the existing

departure susceptibility criteria/stability parameters as they apply in the course of the design

evolution.
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Table VI Recommended Methodology For Evaluation/Determination Of Aircraft
Departure Susceptibility

DATAIANALYSIS APPROPRIATE/RECOMMENDED CRITERIA AND OR
REQUIREMENTS METHODOLOGY

Inertial Data Determine significance aerodynamic crosas-coupling
(XX, Izz, xZ) (i.e., aee vector polygon method of Reference (37)).

Lateral-Directional a. If aerodynamic cross-coupling is significant apply
aerodynamic static data Kalviste's Coupled Stability Criteria.
(C,., Ce,, Ci., C,•... Crm9 Cn=)

b. If aerodynamic cross-coupling is not significant
apply STI/Welssman's LCDP versus Cn;oN
Criterion, Pelikian's Cr, 1,, Criterion, and STI's /r,,.

Aerodynamic dynamic data Apply Chody's Stability Criteria to extend the
(Ca,. Cn. etc.) concept of "nmno* to include the effects of the

dynamic derivatives.

Evaluate the effects of Applicable stability parameters include STI's 1/re,
asymmetric flight (Po # 0) and Kalviste's Coupled Stability Parameters.

"Assess/determine the effects Kalviste's (1989) Dynamic Stability Parameters
-j(. of maneuvering address the effects of steady maneuvering flight.
0
0 Additionally pilot-in-the-loop simulation Is highlyg_ recommended.

Assess/determine the The closed-loop criteria, 1r,% and VrO, ,apply equally
z effects of the flight control well to fully augmented aircraft.

system augmentation
Augmentation effects can be considered in Chody
and Kalviste (89) criteria using augmented deriva-
tives I.e., L,=w- 14 + K,, L,,, etc.). Additionally

the LCOP parameter can be modified to include the
effects of an aileron-rudder interconnect.

The effects of the FCS ( especially digital, full-
authority, fly-by-wire FCS) are best assessed using
pilot-In-the-loop simulation.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

To thoroughly analyze the departure tendencies of an aircraft configuration (note, even small

configuration changes can alter the departure characteristics of an aircraft) through the evolution

of the design (in terms of data availability and complexity) each of the following factors should

be considered:

1. Analysis of both open- and closed-loop departure susceptability should be
addressed.

RATIONALE: Aircraft departure from controlled flight can occur without the
pilot-in-the-loop as well as be caused by pilot-in-the-loop control. If closed-loop
criteria are not addressed, aircraft that are "assumed" departure resistant can in
fact be just the opposite when the effects of pilot control are considered.

2. Careful measurement and thorough analysis of static wind tunnel data
should be conducted.

a. Consider the effects of Reynold's number during high angle-of-attack
wind tunnel testing.

b. A sufficient number of data points must be taken with angle-of-attack and
sideslip angle to reveal nonlinearities and understand the limits of linear
models used for analysis purposes.

c. Static aerodynamic cross-coupling (i.e., Cmp, C&,Cn, etc.) effects should
be investigated and zero sideslip asymmetric phenomena (i.e., Cro, Cno)
should not be overlooked or ignored as anomallies.

d. Functionality of the aerodynamic data should be carefully analyzed, e.g.,
is control data a function of sideslip angle?

RAIONALE: Formulation of an aerodynamic math model that accurately rep-
resents the aerodynamic forces and moments is a prerequisite for any of the
proposed criteria to successfully correlate with aircraft departure susceptibility.

3. Include the influence of the aerodynamic dynamic derivatives in the
proposed criteria.

RATIONALE: Current and future fighterlattack aircraft designs dominated by
forebody vortices at high angles-of-attack can lead to stable statics

I
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(CnPoYN>0) but unstable dynamics (Cn, >0) in addition to the dynamic cross-cou-

pling derivatives being more significant. When the Cnoy, criteria was
developed, aircraft of the time were characterized by the derivatives
Yp, Nr andLp being negative (stable). The opposite is true for high angles-of-at-
tack for the X-31A and other current fighter/attack aircraft designs.

4. Conduct a sensitivity analysis of the high angle-of-attack aerodynamic
characteristics (i.e., Mp, sta, No, Np, Lp, N,, etc).

RATIONALE: The reason for conducting an aerodynamic sensitivity analysis
is two fold. First off, the dominant aerodynamic influences on the aircraft's
departure susceptibility characteristics can be determined to aid in addressing
design configuration changes and/or establishing a flight control law design for
departure resistance. Secondly, the sensitivity analysis provides the
aerodynamicist/flight controls engineer with some knowledge as to the robust-
ness properties of the nominal aerodynamic math model. As discussed earlier,
one of the biggest challenges of estimating aircraft dynamics at high angle-of-at-
tack flight conditions is the development of an "accurate" aerodynamic math
model that can be used with a high degree of confidence. The sensitivity
analysis addresses this issue and highlights where model uncertainty is critical.

5. Evaluate the effects of longitudinal-lateral/directional dynamic coupling on

aircraft stability which are:

a. introduced through asymmetric flight conditions (po *0; 00 * 0).

b. introduced through the effects of maneuvering (Po,Qo, Ro * 0; i.e., inertial
coupling effects).

RATIOALE: Departure susceptibility criterion parameters such as
CnpOYN,CnOApp, LCDP, etc., based on decoupling the lateral/directional equations-
of -motion from the longitudinal set are based on linearizing the six degree-of-
freedom equations-of-motion about a trim flight condition that assumes zero roll
and yaw angular rates as well as zero bank angle (typically pitch rate, 0o is
also assumed to be zero).

Typical of most air combat maneuvers, high angular rates can increase an
aircraft's departure susceptibility from two perspectives. Firstly, the pilot
workload is increased significantly during maneuvering flight. Secondly, non-
zero pitch rate destabilizes the normal modes (primarily dutch-roll) and reduces
the available control power, while nonzero roll rate causes lateral/directional-lon-
gitudinal coupling which produces mode shapes unfamiliar to the pilot.
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6. Evaluate the effects of any flight control system augmentation using the
applicable analytical departure susceptibility criteria.

RAIONALE: In light of the fact that future advanced fighter/attack aircraft will
invariably contain full authority, digital fly-by-wire/light augmentation systems
that "guarantee" stability (provided sufficient control power is available), applica-
tion of the "static augmented" departure susceptibility criteria (i.e. Pelikan, Kal-
viste) serves to optimize the unaugmented aircraft dynamics including the
effects of the controls to minimize control power requirements from the outset of
the design evolution.

7. Investigate the effect of nonlinearities via man-in-the-loop simulation to in-
clude:

a. the effect of the pilot (i.e., determine closed-loop aircraft pilot departure
susceptibility).

b. the effect of nonlinearities such as position and rate limiters, hysteresis,
nonlinear dynamic maneuvering effects, atmospheric disturbances.

c. evaluation of failure states and degraded flight control system modes.

d. verifying/validating the linear departure susceptibility criteria findings.

RATIONALE: Determining local regions (in terms of M, h, ao, Po) of stability/in-
stability associated with large angle, nonlinear maneuvering flight can become
very cumbersome using quasi-linear methods (the problem is further com-
pounded if the effects of the flight control system are included). In addition,
their determination might not be indicative of aircraft departure susceptibility
since the aircraft trajectory might diverge into a "stable region" where the
aircraft becomes controllable again.

Utilizing a high fidelity pilot-in-the-loop simulation, closed-loop stability of the
aircraft/pilot system can be determined from a nonlinear perspective. "Flying" a
test matrix of critical departure prone maneuvers, the normal aircraft flight trajec-
tory can be described as locally stable if after any disturbance (i.e., due to tur-
bulence, gusts, system failure, etc.) from the normal trajectory it converges
back to the nominal flight path and/or stabilizes at a new trim condition. If the
aircraft/pilot system is locally unstable at some point along a desired flight path
trajectory then the aircraft will not return to the nominal flight trajectory. It the in-
stability is not "controllable" (i.e., the aircraft does not follow commanded inputs)
at the very least the flying qualities would be degraded. In the worst case
scenario the aircraft would diverge from the desired flight trajectory (and not
"stabilize" in a different trim condition), with post-stall gyrations to follow and
spin susceptibility very high.
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8. Support analytical and pilot simulation results with available experimental
methods.

RAIONALE: Because of the limitations of win, tunnel data acquisition/inter-
pretation (Reynolds number effects, amplitude/oscillation effects, etc.) and the
inherent limits of any mathematical model ( be it pilot-in-the-loop or otherwise),
it is recommended that aircraft departure susceptibility analysis make full use of
experimental techniques such as water tunnel tests (for flow visualization),
tethered model tests and drop model testing to refine and validate the high
angle-of-attack and departure susceptibility characteristics of the subject aircraft.
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DEPART.JURE: The event indicating loss of control which may develop into a post-departure gyration,
spin or deep stall condition. The departure may be characterized by divergent, large
amplitude, uncommanded aircraft motions, such as nose slice or pitch-up. An AOA
excursion is not considered a departure (Reference (55)).

DEPARTURRE SUSCEPTIBILITY (MIL-S-83691 A Definitions):

Extremely Suscetible to Departure: Departure from controlled flight will generally
occur with the normal application of pitch control alone or with small roll, and yaw
control inputs.

Susceptible to Departure: Departure from controlled flight will generally occur with
the application or brief misapplication of pitch, roll, and yaw controls that may be an-
ticipated in operational use.

Resistant to Departure: Departure from controlled flight will only occur with a large
and reasonably sustained misapplicaton of pitch, roll, and yaw controls.

Extremely Resistant to Departure: Departure from controlled flight can only occur
after an abrupt and inordinately sustained application of gross, abnormal, pro-depar-
ture controls.

POST-STALL GYRATION: An uncontrolled oscillation about any or all axis following a departure.

SPN: A sustained rotation in yaw at an angle-of-attack greater than the stall angle-of-attack.
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